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The importance of church records to the study of life in Puritan New England cannot be 

overstated. Congregational ministers from the 1600s to the late 1800s and beyond recorded 

minutes of church meetings, ordinations, special services, days of fasting, and days of 

thanksgiving, along with generation after generation of births, deaths, and marriages. Church 

records books often extend hundreds of pages and cover hundreds of years. Some include the 

personal meditations of pastors on death, salvation, politics, and epidemic disease. In short, these 

records are living, breathing windows into the intimate details of people’s spiritual and personal 

lives.  

What happens, then, when a church’s earliest records are missing, as they are for many of 

New England’s oldest Congregational churches? Spiritual autobiographies and spiritual relations 

(also known as conversion narratives) can help fill the void of our understanding of early church 

life, and even the colloquial references in sermons can shed light on the lives of those who heard 

them. These resources have received a good deal of scholarly attention over the past decade. But 

one set of resources has been under-utilized and under-appreciated: church prudential records. 

One doesn’t expect to find intimate and vivid portraits of colonial life in 17th and 18th-

century financial account books, which are mostly comprised of long lists of moneys given in the 

weekly Sabbath offering; while vitally necessary to tracking a church’s financial stability, do not 

typically make for exciting reading. Thus, deacon’s books and other prudential records have not 
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been deeply studied by historians. In his comprehensive study of lay Congregational church 

officers in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Harold Field Worthley notes that “no systematic 

survey has yet been made of these particular source materials which, for most communities, 

comprise the earliest ‘prudential records’ of town religious life...” 1 But what if there are earlier, 

17th-century prudential records for those churches founded in the 1630s, and what if they hold 

crucial information about the early Congregational churches, information about how individuals 

lived their lives, the structure of church operations, and how the earliest Congregational churches 

understood their role in their town? My discovery of the deacon’s books for Cambridge for the 

years 1638-1646 leads me to make this hypothesis.  

First Church in Cambridge was founded in 1633 by the congregation of Thomas Hooker, 

and re-constituted under Thomas Shepard in 1636 after almost all of the members of the original 

church left for the Connecticut River Valley, where they would found the Hartford Colony. The 

church records kept by Shepard from 1636 until his death in 1649 have been lost for centuries.2 

                                                        
1 Worthley finds no prudential records for seven of the 23 churches founded in the Massachusetts 

Bay Colony between 1630 and 1640; of the 16 churches for which prudential records exist, only 

four open their records less than a century after their founding. The biggest gaps between the 

founding of a church and the opening of its prudential records occur in in 1746 in Salem 

(founded in 1629), 1808 for First Church in Boston (178 years after its 1630 founding), and 1855 

for Concord First (219 years after its 1636 founding). Harold Field Worthley, The Lay Offices of 

the Particular (Congregational) Churches of Massachusetts, 1620-1755: An Investigation of 

Practice and Theory (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), p. 165.  
2 The mystery of where Shepard’s records could have disappeared to is tantalizing. Shepard was 

held in high esteem, and the records themselves were irreplaceable documentation of births, 

marriages, deaths, admissions, recommendations, dismissals, and church business. Churches far 

smaller and far less famous than Shepard’s kept their record books intact for decades and 

centuries as they passed from one minister to the next. So why is it that we have no records from 

Shepard, and then no records from Jonathan Mitchell, who succeeded Shepard as pastor in 

Cambridge, until 1658, eight years after Mitchell took office? Mitchell would have kept records 

from day one of his pastorate in 1650, for all the same reasons that Shepard and all other 

Congregational ministers did. It seems logical that Mitchell must have inherited Shepard’s 

records and begun keeping his own in Shepard’s book, as was common practice in 

Congregational churches. That book, with Shepard’s and Mitchell’s records, must have been 
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Because of this lack of early church records, Worthley can only allot a scant three pages to 

Cambridge in his voluminous work. He reproduces John Winthrop’s account of the second 

Cambridge church’s gathering in February 1636 and then recommends that, given the lack of 

church records, one turn one’s attention to Dedham for more detail on a church we can assume 

was “almost identical with the Cambridge gathering so incompletely portrayed by Winthrop.”3  

But after much searching and some good luck, I was able to find a record that sheds 

important light on the early Cambridge church: the deacon’s books.4 These books had been 

footnoted in Stephen Sharples’ reproduction of Mitchell’s records, and a fraction had been 

excerpted in Paige’s enormous history of Cambridge. But there was no full transcription, and the 

whereabouts of the actual books were unknown.5 When I found these deacon’s books, I was 

disappointed at first that they were not Shepard’s church records, because I assumed these early 

prudential records would be nothing but long tallies of numbers, like the later prudential records 

for Congregational churches. 

The opposite, however, was true: the later records, from 1667 to 1783, were indeed 

repetitive lists of persons donating and sums donated, but the earliest records—the first 18 pages 

that covered 1638-1646—included detailed notes on how the money collected was spent. 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
either lost or completed in 1658, forcing Mitchell to begin a new book by giving as must history 

of its members as he could. The only loose end is that record books are usually very forthright, 

and if something as important as the minister’s church records had been lost, one would expect 

Mitchell to state that clearly at the beginning of his new record.  
3 Worthley, pp. 223-225. 
4 I found the deacon’s books in October 2016 at the Houghton Library at Harvard University. 
5 Lucius R. Paige, History of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1630-1877, with a genealogical 

register (Boston: H. O. Houghton, 1877), accessed at 

https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala

.pdf. Stephen Sharples, Records of The Church of Christ at Cambridge in New England, 1632-

1830 (Boston: Eben Putnem, 1906), accessed at 

https://ia801408.us.archive.org/32/items/recordsofchurcho00firs/recordsofchurcho00firs.pdf, pp. 

v-vi. 

https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala.pdf
https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala.pdf
https://ia801408.us.archive.org/32/items/recordsofchurcho00firs/recordsofchurcho00firs.pdf
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Sabbath collections were listed and totaled on each left-hand page, but the right-hand pages 

listed a wide range of people with wide varieties of needs that were met by the church’s funds. 

The bland language in the online catalog for the deacon’s books, which described them as 

containing “contributions to the poor, and accounts of individual members” was redrawn in 

Technicolor as I uncovered intimate descriptions of the lives of the first Cambridge church 

members, some of whom I had come to know through my study of their relations of faith.6 

The most likely reason why these exciting early Cambridge records had been “lost” for so 

long was their woeful condition. The first 18 pages in the first deacon’s book are in very bad 

condition, and written in a difficult hand that would be very hard to decipher even in the best 

circumstances. Almost anyone who happened upon them would most likely have passed them 

over in favor of the later pages from the 18th century, which are clear and legible, yet dull and 

unexciting in their content.7 This might have led to the books being deposited in the library and 

quietly forgotten. 

 The annotated transcription presented here brings the Cambridge deacon’s book back to 

life,8 and through it the lives of the Shepard congregation come into sharper focus as well. 

Following are some of the categories of inquiry that the earliest section of the deacon’s book 

raises. 

                                                        
6 Lori Rogers-Stokes, “Making Sense of the Shepard Conversion Narratives,” The New England 

Quarterly, March 2016, vol. 89, no.1. 
7 Henry Herbert Edes of the Cambridge Historical Society read the earlier pages, whether in the 

original or in transcript (see Notes on the transcription below), in 1915 and recognized their 

value, saying “While the Records do not readily lend themselves as material for an interesting 

paper to be read before this Society, they contain original, unused matter of interest and 

importance to the historian and genealogist interested in the history of Cambridge, and of the 

families who were seated here in the days of the Colony and the Province.” The Cambridge 

Historical Society, Publications X, Proceedings: January 26, 1915-October 26, 1915, accessed 

at https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=coo.31924106801479;view=1up;seq=149, pp. 114-115. 

Why Edes did not find the books interesting enough to transcribe and/or publish them is unclear. 
8 The first 18 pages only. 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=coo.31924106801479;view=1up;seq=149
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Whose account is it? 

Our first question must be, which deacon kept this book? The handwriting is the same 

throughout the first seventeen and-a-half pages, so one man kept the book. According to 

Worthley, the deacons in Cambridge during the period 1638-1647 were Thomas Marrett, John 

Bridge, Gregory Stone, Nathaniel Sparhawk [Sparrowhawk], and Edward Collins. Marrett, 

Bridge, and Stone were the first deacons of the Shepard church, and all were ordained in 1636, 

most likely in February, when the church was gathered. Worthley says that Sparhawk was 

ordained in 1639, and Collins in 1640.9 This deacon’s book may be the missing record that 

confirms that Nathaniel Sparhawk was actually ordained in 1638, not 1639.10 The deacon writing 

says he was ordained on December 2, 1638—this is closest to matching the 1639 date Worthley 

gives to Sparhawk.  

Therefore, it seems proven beyond reasonable doubt that the author of the Shepard-era deacon’s 

book as Nathanial Sparhawk. 

 

The role of the deacon 

What was the role of the deacon in Congregational churches of the 1630s? Scholars must 

extrapolate from the few mentions deacons receive in church records and in the writings of 

                                                        
9 Harold Field Worthley, An Inventory of the Records of the Particular (Congregational) 

Churches of Massachusetts Gathered 1620-1805) (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1970), pp. 136-7. 
10 Nathaniel Sparhawk was a wealthy man who had been a community leader in Essex, England 

before his emigration in 1636. He became a freeman in May 1639. Sparhawk was a cloth 

merchant and by 1642 he owned 25 lots in Cambridge totaling 324 acres, a bark valued at £50, 

and had invested in the slave trade. Roger Thompson ranks him with the town’s Elite, the highest 

social class. Sparhawk is referred to as “Mr” in the Cambridge Town Records (referred to 

hereafter as the CTR). He died young in 1647 along with his wife and servant, most likely from a 

communicable disease.  
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puritan spokesmen and apologists. Worthley sums up their role in his description of the officers 

at First Church Boston: 

The story of Boston’s diaconate, 1630-1650, is scarcely mentioned in the church’s 

records. From the first, the church ordained men elected to this post by the laying on of 

hands, but once invested with office, the deacons proceeded with minimal presbyterial 

oversight to care for the church’s monies, in all probability handling the subscription 

raised to finance the building of the meetinghouse in 1632, and from 1633 the monies 

collected for the support of the ministry. …By 1642, diaconal practices with regard to 

ministerial support had become sufficiently a matter of course in the Bay, so that a church 

unable to meet the expense of adequately maintaining its two teaching elders would be 

advised by a conclave of neighboring ministers that the root of the problem lay in the 

church’s neglect of the office of the deacons.11 

The salary of the pastor and teacher (the teaching elders) was originally paid by voluntary 

contributions in money or in kind; if these contributions dwindled or stopped in hard times or 

times of church conflict, the salary could be paid from the church’s stock. Thus, “whatever could 

be saved for the pastor out of the Sabbath collection was a resource carefully to be husbanded by 

the deacons.”12 Deacons represented the lowest level of church officers, sitting “in a seate under 

the Elders,” and only “in sundry Churches lifted up higher than the other pewes.” This lower 

status, combined with later deacon’s books that focus exclusively on how much was taken in at 

each Sabbath collection, have led scholars to see the deacons as most present to the congregation 

when supervising the Sabbath collection, which was deposited in money or in kind at the foot of 

                                                        
11 Worthley, pp. 213-14. 
12 Ibid., pp. 248-9. The minister’s salary was originally paid voluntarily by his congregation in a 

separate collection made once or twice a year. By 1638 this system was being replaced by a town 

rate. 
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the deacons’ seat.13 Otherwise, deacons remained hidden away behind their desks, actuaries 

working behind the scenes on dry financial data of interest to no one but themselves.  

Sparhawk’s deacon’s book revises this understanding. His records reveal that deacons 

regularly received applications for aid, mediated financial arguments between members, and 

helped to facilitate church business at the highest levels. Despite the fact that Sparhawk is the 

sole author writing the deacon’s book, it is impossible to tell for sure whether Sparhawk was also 

the sole actor in disbursing aid.14 Usually disbursals of aid or loans are described in the deacon’s 

book without mentioning who performed them on the deacon’s side (“paid for wintringe the 

churches cow”). Loans and payments are made, and charity is given, by the church. Only once 

does Sparhawk use the word “I”, and he rarely uses the word “we.” He does often say “our 

Brother” and “my Brother,” which may mean that multiple deacons consulted together on outlays 

of aid and then Sparhawk duly noted them in his book—he may even have been taking dictation 

from another deacon.15  

The plural of “we” and “our” might refer to the involvement of the minister, Thomas 

Shepard, in these financial decisions, but that is doubtful. Shepard is rarely mentioned in these 

deacon’s records; indeed, there is only one instance of Sparhawk describing Shepard as directly 

involved in deciding or approving how money should be spent. When a Mr. Wells sent a gift of 

£6 to his brother Joseph in Massachusetts to be spent on the poor, Sparhawk writes that this “was 

                                                        
13 Ibid., pp. 295-6. Later records we have show that the weekly Sabbath collection was spent 

mostly on the sacrament of communion (at first to buy the necessary tankards and plates, and 

thereafter to buy the wine and bread), and on poor relief. Any money left over was set aside to 

supplement the salaries of church officers as necessary and/or salted away as the church’s stock.  
14 I say “deacons,” since three other men were deacons along with Sparhawk, but this may be 

inaccurate, as he makes no mention of his fellow officers in his records. Despite this, it is 

impossible to tell for sure whether Sparhawk was also the sole actor in disbursing aid. 
15 These books are always referred to in the singular—“deacon’s books” rather than “deacons’ 

books,” so it seems that one deacon was charged with keeping the written record.  
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done as followeth to our pastours content.” Was it unusual for the minister to stay out of these 

financial transactions, or was Cambridge an exception? Further research is needed to answer this 

question.  

 

How church money was spent 

Sparhawk’s account book records regular expenditures for the sacrament and for the 

poor, but it also includes loans to people of all incomes, and payments for goods and services. 

These recipients appear to have been members of church, whether as part of the congregation 

(“Sister” or “Brother”) or as full members receiving communion (“Mr,” “Goodman,” “Goody”0. 

It is impossible to tell from this deacon’s book whether people requesting aid approached the 

church or the town to make the request. There is only one explicit mention in Sparhawk’s 

records of a person receiving church aid at the request of the town: a Goodman Clements was 

paid “10 bushells of corne at 3s 6d” when “his haye was burnt;” this corn was “yelded by the 

townsmen desire.” William Clemance, Sr. was a poor man who would have been devastated by 

the loss of his hay harvest, and is thus a logical recipient of church aid, but why the townsmen 

petitioned the church to come to his aid is unclear.16 There is also only one entry where 

Sparhawk does not name the recipient of church aid, saying only “2 bushels of corn lent to a 

poor man in nesesity.” One might postulate that this man was not a church member; the corn was 

actually donated by church member “goodman pattin,” who may have requested that it be given 

to the poor of the town rather than the church. The restriction of early church aid to church 

attendees and/or full members is described by early commentators who describe the deacons as 

helping “the sick poore brethren in sundry needful services, which are not so fit for men to put 

                                                        
16 CTR, pp. 88, 97. 
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their hands unto”, the Dedham church elders who described the deacons handling the Sabbath 

“Collection for ye poore & other necessities of ye XX [church],” and by Sparhawk himself when 

he records a generous £20 “legacy” from Roger Harlakenden to the church as being intended for 

“the pore brethren of our congregation”.17  

Regarding the next category of expenditure, loans, Sparhawk’s records also force us to 

reconsider the general use of the term “charity” to describe church outlays. The deacon’s book 

reveals the Cambridge church as a financial as well as religious institution in the town. Only 

about half of the outlays Sparkhawk describes could be considered charitable (donations of 

clothes or food, or payment of medical bills), for which no repayment is expected. The other half 

consisted of loans out of the church stock for which repayment was clearly expected, in money 

or in kind. Repayments of these loans are recorded in the income tally, interspersed with the 

Sabbath collection entries, as when the church “Receyvd pt of that was formerly lent to our 

brother beale”—the unusually large sum of £4.18 

                                                        
17 Worthley, pp. 229, 295-6. Emphasis added. “Towns handled the problem of their poor solely 

by draughts on the community’s general fund as the selectmen heard and granted one individual 

appeal after another. The only relationship between town and church till 1677 in the matter of the 

poor had been the occasional consultation of the selectmen with the elders in deciding “the 

poorest man or at least hee that most was in want,” in order to bestow on that worthy a “Cow or 

heifer.” At the same time, the church had long taken up charitable collections for its deserving 

poor on days of thanksgiving and humiliation.” Worthley notes that in Salem in 1677 “the Town 

voted ‘yt there shall bee a Constant Contribution for ye poore every Lords day, wch shall bee 

comitted into ye hands of ye Deacons, & by them delivered to ye Selectment, or their ordr for ye 

releife of ye poore’ …It is not altogether clear whether the weekly church collections were in 

place of or supplemental to continued draughts on the general funds of the town. …the Town 

took to settling an annual rate specifically designated for ‘discharging the townes Engadgments 

Relief of the pore.’ Worthley, 437-9. 
18 In Wenham, “deacons ritually sat twice each year in the pastor’s house, settling accounts with 

‘all inhabitants that contribut to the ministry.’” They must not have been very persuasive, since 

the church’s accounting revealed a formidable number of outstanding loans that threatened to 

bankrupt the young church (Worthley, pp. 437, 249-251).   
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The category of payments is complicated, as there several types.19 Sometimes a member 

of the congregation would be reimbursed by the deacons for his charitable outlay, as when 

Thomas Chesholme was repaid the 1/6 he paid “for hose & shoes he bougt” for the orphan Ben 

Eaton. Perhaps these were not individual acts of generosity but church members who volunteered 

or were asked to serve as go-betweens to get the necessary goods to the needy party quickly and 

easily with the assurance that their expenses would be paid later. Another type of payment was to 

people who did work for other church members, as when the church paid Brother Crackbone 

paid “for 4 dayes helpe for elder champny in hayinge.” Ruling elder Richard Champny’s wealth 

was considerable, and so he had no need of church assistance to pay his day laborers; this may 

have been a small token of appreciation for his services from the church. The church made other 

payments to people who were not part of the church, but always in the service of a church 

member (for example, boatmen who were paid for ferrying church brethren across the river).  

The work of William Town and Christopher Cane represents another category of 

expenditure: payments to unofficial church employees. Brother Town and Brother Cane appear 

frequently in Sparhawk’s deacon’s book performing a variety of odd jobs for the church, from 

acting as messengers to shoveling snow. William Town was listed as a small householder in 

Cambridge on February 8, 1635.20 Christopher Cane (Kene) was a member of the church who 

                                                        
19 One payment there is no mention of in Sparhawk’s deacon’s book is for minister Thomas 

Shepard’s salary. The special collection taken up for this purpose may have been recorded in 

another book, perhaps by another deacon, which would mean there are yet more deacon’s books 

from the Shepard era to discover.  
20 Town served two masters, church and town: he was granted land in October 1643 “for his 

service of goinge on the towns-mens errands as they shall have occasion to emploie him.” In the 

fall of 1639 William Town also found straightforward employment by the town registering 

“ev’ie Birth Mariage Burial” and providing that information to the Recorder once a year. CTR, 

pp. 49, 51, 66-7; Paige, p. 53. Yet Town received a modest 70 acres in the 1652 Shawshine 

division. 
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may have arrived in Cambridge in 1634 and became a freeman in 1638.21 Both men performed 

regular work for the church, sometimes physical labor and sometimes long journeys to other 

towns. Early Congregational practice was clear: only the teaching elders (pastor and teacher) 

were to be paid a salary by the church. It’s clear, however, that Town was not just regularly paid 

on an ad-hoc basis, but a regularly paid church employee.  

Sparhawk records many types of payments to Town. On a single page of the deacon’s 

book, which spans late 1639-early 1640, Sparhawk straightforwardly paid for services rendered 

(“payd my brother town for going out to call ye church together”), a reimbursement (“payd to 

goodman towne for 4 quarts 1 ½ pint of [sacramental] wine”), an allowance (“payd my brother 

towne his half years allowance”), and wages (“payd my brother Towne for his halfe years 

wages”). Town was paid his first half-year’s allowance in May 1639 in the amount of £1 and 5 

shillings; the second half-year’s “wages” were paid shortly after October 28 in the amount of £1 

and 10. Aside from these payments of wages/allowance, in the same time period Town received 

a loan of £5, 6 shillings reimbursement for communion wine, 3 shillings “for 5 times going wth 

messages to ye church,” an unknown amount for “going out to call ye church together” [a tear in 

the page prevents us from reading the amount],  and £1 “given my brother towne toward his 

expence in a Sicknes.” That is a total of £5, 18 shillings paid to Town (not counting the 

reimbursement for the wine and the charity during his illness) in one year. This is not a large 

sum, but the fact that Town was paid wages by the church regularly twice a year for the duration 

of Sparhawk’s records is very surprising. According to Congregational policy, the only members 

                                                        
21 Selement and Woolley describe him as “a common farmer, a man significantly removed in 

status from the community’s leadership” (p. 117). He received 80 acres in the Shawshine 

division in 1652 and died the next year. CTR, p. 26. 
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of a church allowed to draw a salary from the church were pastor and teacher (the teaching 

elders).22 What we find in Cambridge is very different. 

 

The ruling elder 

It is not just in the case of Brother Town that we find new discoveries about payment in 

the Cambridge church. Sparhawk records payments to the two ruling elders, Richard 

Champney23 and Edmund Frost, that cast new light on our understanding of Congregational 

practice. They reveal that ruling elders, while not officially paid by the church, could rely on it 

for financial help when needed. 

We have already seen that Gilbert Crackbone was paid to help harvest Elder Champney’s 

hay. Andrew Stephenson was also paid to help bring in the elder’s harvest later in the records. 

These items were very small and might have been cases of the church honoring its ruling elder 

by sending men to help him and paying them back for their charitable effort. But Elder 

Champney also appears in the deacon’s book in connection with loans—sometimes as a creditor, 

sometimes as a debtor. In August 1641 the deacons “lent our brother john French” the large sum 

of £2 “to pay Elder champny.” One entry below this, the church itself has “taken out 5£ when 

                                                        
22 Worthley, p. 219. 
23 Richard Champney [Champny] and his wife Jane came over on the Defence with Shepard in 

1635, and one year later Richard owned three houses. He quickly became a rich man and a 

respected church elder, but interestingly in her conversion narrative his wife Jane paints a 

sobering picture of her first years in Cambridge “I was in some sadness and would not speak and 

hence in straits and discontent with my married condition… I thought to go back [to England]… 

I saw a vexing in all I did and my life was a death.” Her marital complaint is not specified, but it 

must have impacted the elder. The firkin of butter he received as a token of the church’s 

gratitude for his services was not the desperately needed gift it would have been for the poverty-

stricken Elder Frost. Richard Champney received 350 acres in Shawshine, and at the time of his 

death owned 188 acres on the south side of Cambridge and nearly one thousand acres in 

Billerica. (Roger Thompson, Cambridge Cameos: Stories of Life in Seventeenth-Century New 

England (Boston: NEGHS, 2005), p. 27). 
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lent elder champney to pay part of his debt.” Richard Champney he seems to have been under 

pressure from his creditor to repay a large debt at this time, for here he pressures John French, a 

man poor enough to receive church charity a few times in Sparhawk’s record, to repay a loan, 

which in turn forces French to ask the church for help. Two entries down, Champney has to ask 

the church for more money to help him pay “part of his debt.” These small entries are a window 

into the financial trouble plaguing the colony at this time.  

The importance of Champney’s case, however, pales beside the financial relationship that 

the deacon’s book reveals between the church and ruling elder Edmund Frost. Frost was a 

supporter of Thomas Shepard in England and his fellow passenger to Massachusetts in 1635. He 

was elected a ruling elder in the Cambridge church the same year. He had a total of nine children 

by 1653. Frost moved three times between 1639 and 1646, either to accommodate his growing 

family or his shrinking funds; the elder was known for his poverty. This is surprising, as 

Congregational ruling elders were usually chosen from not only the most pious, but the most 

powerful men in a church.24 Richard Champney was a very wealthy landowner who was “given a 

prominent part in the affairs of the day” when the Cambridge church was gathered in February 

1636. John Cotton stated that once they were ordained by the laying on of hands, ruling elders 

were “no more lay men, or private Christians, then the Teachers or Pastors are lay Ministers… 

our ruling Elders, wee utterly deny them to bee Lay-men… but Church-officers set apart to their 

office by the election of the people…”25Ruling elders helped review candidates for church 

membership, tried to reconcile offending church members in discipline cases, prophesied before 

                                                        
24 Worthley says that “The men who served as Boston’s ruling elders during the period under 

discussion were two of the most prominent and highly valued members of the young 

community…” Ruling elders were “glamorous” who provided a “requisite element of aristocracy 

in the church” and sat with the teaching elders “in a seat higher than that occupied by members 

of the church.” (Worthley, pp. 210, 292, 295, 440). 
25 Worthley, pp. 225, 275. 
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the congregation, and, in rare churches, had the “power of the keys” to admonish and 

excommunicate members. His piety gave the ruling elder authority as a church officer, but his 

wealth protected him from being compromised by financial dependence upon those he was 

supposed to guide: as Nathaniel Ward put it,  

When Elders live upon peoples good wills, people care very little for their ill wills, be 

they never so just. Voluntary contributions or non-tributions of Members, put Ministers 

upon many temptations in administration of their Offices; two houres care does more dis 

spirit an ingenuous man than two dayes study: nor can an Elder be given to hospitality, 

when he knows not what will be given him to defray it: it is a pity men of gifts should 

live upon mens gifts.26 

Why, then, was a man so poor as Edmund Frost chosen as a ruling elder?  

What we know about Frost is limited. Frost was among the company who left Harwich, 

England with Thomas Shepard, Richard Champney, and Edward Goffe on their aborted first 

voyage to America in 1634. The fates of the four men are telling. Champney’s wealth has been 

documented above, and he was a respected ruling elder for 33 years until his death. Shepard 

became the respected minister of Cambridge and owned £25 worth of plate, £17 of gold, a large 

library, and expensive cushions and upholstered chairs at the time of his death in 1649. Edward 

Goffe became a major landowner and held many positions of civil authority. Elder Edmund 

                                                        
26 Worthley, pp. 225, 205-6, 209. Worthley quotes from Nathaniel Ward, The Simple Cobbler of 

Agawam in America, pp. 42-43. Ward’s run-up to the quote Worthley uses is pertinent: he 

criticizes “the Separatists” who attack “the Authority of the Ministry”—“if it be dropp’d in the 

dust, it will soon bee stifled: Encroachments on both sides, have bred detriments enough to the 

whole. The Separatists are content their teaching Elders should sit highest on the Bench, so that 

they may sit in the Chaire over-against them; and that their ruling Elders shall ride on the saddle, 

so they may hold the bridle.” Accessed at 

https://ia601409.us.archive.org/8/items/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog.

pdf  

https://ia601409.us.archive.org/8/items/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog.pdf
https://ia601409.us.archive.org/8/items/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog/simplecobleragg00pulsgoog.pdf
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Frost, however, left only £154 at his death in 1672, to be drawn on to pay his debts and then 

parceled out to his many children. Compare this with low-level deacons Chesholme and Samuel 

Hyde: Chesholme died the year before Frost and left £183, and Hyde left £156.27  

Paige describes Frost as having “trial of earthly poverty” that was made up for by his 

being “rich in faith, and manifestly [enjoying] the confidence of Shepard and his Church.” Frost 

was granted a generous 200 acres in Shawshine, far more than most grantees (though Elder 

Champney did outdo him by receiving 350 acres); despite this, Paige claims that Frost 

“possessed little besides his homestead,” and this seems to be the case. Paige adds that, “his 

pressing wants were relieved by the church.” This is an understatement, as Frost appears on 

every page of Sparhawk’s deacon’s book, often multiple times, receiving gifts of food, money, 

wine, cloth, and sundries (including a leather pillow for his desk chair). With so many children to 

support, however, church charity could only go so far, and the Frost household remained very 

poor. When his old friend Edward Goffe visited Elder Frost’s home near Kirkland Street on 

August 23, 1660, he found a way to dignify the elder’s striking poverty: “In ye evening wee 

vissited Elder Frost, who recd us with great kindness & love esteeming it a favour yt we would 

come into yr [sic] mean habitation; assured us of his fervent prayers to ye Lord for us: —A 

glorious saint makes a mean cottage a stately palace; were I to make my choyce, I would rather 

abide with ys saint in his poor cottage then wth any one of ye princes yt I know of at ys day in ye 

world.” Frost died poor: minister Urian Oakes notes in his records that “Eldar Frost liing a longe 

time weake with others of his familly alsoe having the ague at the same time the church see 

                                                        
27 Thompson, pp. 22, 26, 27, 33. Paige, pp. 34, 552. 
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meete to make a contribution for his relefe upon June 16, 1672. The sume gathered was in cash 

7.4.9 and in other pay 2.5.8.” Edmund Frost died on July 12, 1672.28 

Roger Thompson lists Frost’s trade as “weaver,” but Paige does not record any career for 

Frost.29 Remember that only the teaching elders (not ruling elders) were supposed to derive their 

income exclusively from the church. Indeed, one Anglican critic based his claim that 

Congregational ruling elders were indeed laymen and not ordained church officers, as John 

Cotton claimed, on the fact that ruling elders were not paid by the church (“a thing strange, and 

unheard of” in Congregational polity). In his haste to counter that ruling elders were indeed 

church officers, John Cotton said there was no reason why ruling elders should not be paid by the 

church: “…why should it seeme so strange a thing, and unheard of, that ruling Elders, though not 

Preachers, should partake in maintenance from the Churches treasury?” Worthley, who recounts 

this argument, steps in to say that Cotton overstepped, and “so far as is known, no New England 

church put the option of salarying its ruling elders into practice.”30 When we look at the entries 

for Elder Frost in Sparhawk’s deacon’s book, we find that “so far as was known” was 

incomplete, and that once again the deacon’s book expands and challenges our understanding of 

early Congregational practice. 

The Cambridge church clearly paid Edmund Frost a regular salary. Sparhawk records 

Frost’s quarterly allowances: 

 At (or about) michillmas 1640 yelded elder frost for a quarters allowance wch we thouht 

meet to yeld him every quarter so long as the church vote & ye church could [?] and of yt 

his need Required it [£5] 

                                                        
28 Paige, pp. 68, 273, 552. 
29 Thompson, p. 326. 
30 John Cotton, The Way of the Churches, pp. 25-26. Worthley, pp. 276-7. 
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 our elder frost quarterly due in July payd wch was £5  

 payd our elder frost for his quarter due at michelmas [£5 12d]  

 payd our elder frost for christide due yt fell with in this year to pay and each quarter due 

& midsomer quarter due all them pd  [£1] 

 payd elder frost for a years allowance wch was due at midsomer in ye year 1643 I say pd 

him by 16£   

 payd our elder frost for his years allowance wch due at midsomer 1644 [£10, 6d] 

 payd elder frost for 1 year 3 quarters allowance the 6 of the first month 1646 [£17] 

Frost was paid at Michelmas (late September), midsummer (in July), and Christ-tide 

(December)—the other quarterly date is not given. Sometimes the payment was late, as when 

Frost was paid “his years allowance wch [was] due at midsomer,” and sometimes, as in the last 

entry, quarterly payments were combined into one payment. The 1643 entry is the single time 

Sparhawk refers to himself, writing “I say [we paid] him;” the rarity of this first-person voice 

opens up the possibility that Sparhawk was assuming responsibility for the late payment. The 

September 1640 entry is fascinating: the church instituted the quarterly allowance to be 

“yielded” Frost on three conditions: that the church continue to vote to approve the salary; 

possibly that the church voted to do so; had the funds to sustain it; and that Frost’s need 

continued to “require it.” This single entry tells us many things: first, that the missing church 

records would have recorded this vote to pay the ruling elder a salary. Second, that the decision 

was unusual enough that it required yearly confirmation; third, that Elder Frost’s poverty was not 

being hidden or explained away or glorified a la Goffe. The ruling elder clearly needed financial 

help, and the church voted to provide it for him. This would explain Sparhawk’s reference to 

paying a boatman “out of that [which] we Recevyed for our officers maintenance.” Since the 
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church had only a pastor and no teacher/teaching elder, the plural “officers” might be referring to 

Shepard and Frost. 

 This unusual—so far as we know—financial arrangement or salary came on top of the 

many gifts of money, food, goods and services Frost received from the church. Some specify 

exactly what he was given and why, while others do not: 

 given £1 and paid “5s for a lether pillow to put in the cushin to the desk”  

 to elder frost the 22 of the 3d month – 20s 

 given elder frost toward his building – 40s 

 a “brother Isaack” paid for “2 bushells of cone [for] our elder frost”  [12s] 

 2 more bushels of corn given Frost [10s] 

 “to elder frost to pay his mason for making his chimney” [£1] 

 11s for “1 chest [for] elder frost [to] use” 

 8s “payd for carriage for elder frost for fetching 1 load of hay” 

 payd our elder frost at ye end of march 1641 foregoing - £5 

 “to our brother Russell for glasse windows for elder frost” [6s 6d]  

 5s “payd for wintringe a cow we let elder frost (yt our pastor had)  

This does not include many smaller gifts of butter, wine, meat, cloth, and peas that Frost 

received. The penultimate payment recorded on page 18 of the deacon’s book, after Sparhawk’s 

death, is a £6 payment to Elder Frost paid “by brothers g[ui]dance.” 

 Perhaps Frost’s piety compensated for his poverty, or perhaps he had been wealthier 

when he was ordained, and became irrelevant after that point. As Worthley says, “one does not 

move in and out of a role the once-for-allness of which is taken for granted by the community 
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and solemnized by the ritual of ordination.”31 Until we begin that systematic study of the earliest 

Congregational deacon’s books, we can’t fully understand the situation in Shepard’s Cambridge. 

 

John Phillips—Teacher at Cambridge? 

 The deacon’s book also sheds new light on the Cambridge church’s call to John Phillips 

to join them as a teaching elder in 1638. As I note above, the Shepard-era church in Cambridge 

had only a pastor—Thomas Shepard—and no teacher. Thomas Shepard (1604-1649) was pastor 

from its second gathering in February 1636 until his untimely death at age 44. Shepard was 

respected and admired for his strong orthodox stand against the free-grace heretics led by Anne 

Hutchinson and Samuel Wheelwright in 1636-8, and was credited with quickly creating a firm 

foundation for the young Cambridge church, which in turn led to the town of Cambridge being 

chosen as the site for Harvard College. What Shepard lacked was physical strength: his constant 

battles with chronic ill health are well-recorded in his journal. The church’s decision to hire a 

teacher to supplement the ministry when Shepard was too sick to minister to his flock or to 

preach is also well-known: Cambridge reached out to John Phillips of Dedham to fill the 

position.  

John Phillips had preached in Wrentham, England, until persecution by Bishop Wren 

forced him to flee to New England. He arrived there in 1637 and settled in Dedham.32 Alvan 

Lamson quotes Dedham church records recalling the year 1638, saying that Phillips “came over 

that summer with some godly company, and had been invited to this plantation [Dedham] by 

letters formerly. [He] was much desired in the first beginning [of the church], whereupon he 

                                                        
31 Worthley, p. 219. 
32 Frederick Lewis Weis, The Colonial Clergy and the Colonial Churches of New England 

(Lancaster, MA: Society of the descendants of the colonial clergy, 1936), pp. 163-4. Accessed at 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=wu.89084903673;view=1up;seq=175.  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=wu.89084903673;view=1up;seq=175
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delaying his resolution, we were so delayed in the conclusion of the work, as that the summer 

passed away in the expectation of his help.” The next Dedham church record, which Lamson 

describes as coming “soon after,” mentions the same problem:  

whereunto we had the longer time by the delay of Mr. Phillips who being called divers 

ways, could not speedily resolve, but at length upon weighty reasons concerning the 

public service of the church, and foundation of the College, he was so far persuaded to 

attend to the call of Cambridge that we saw no present hopes of him, and so about the 

beginning of October, came to resolutions to cast ourselves upon the Lord, and venture 

with such help as he should afford, rather than delay so great and needful a work any 

longer. 

It seemed clear to the people of Dedham in October 1638 that John Phillips would indeed go to 

Cambridge. The lure for Phillips of being associated with the new college is obvious; what the 

“public service” opportunity might have been in Cambridge is less certain.  

At last despairing of Mr. Phillips, the Dedham church was gathered on November 8, 

1638, but they did not ordain John Allin as their pastor or John Hunting as their ruling elder until 

April 24, 1639. The next year, 1640, Dedham tried once more to woo Phillips as its teacher:  

Mention was made before of the earnest desire of the church to enjoy the help of Mr. 

Phillips, which they expressed by their invitations with the consent of the whole Town 

before they joined, and afterwards by a renewed call of the church. But the Lord’s time 

not being come, he was drawn rather to attend the call of other places till the 1st Nov. of 

the year 1640. But the Lord ordering things so by a special Providence that [Phillips] no 

where settled, but was freed from all engagements…  
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Phillips at last joined the Dedham church as a full member on May 31, 1640 and purchased land 

near the meeting house that same year. The dates are a little confusing: it seems that Phillips 

consented to become a member of the Dedham church in May 1640 but still held out hopes of 

finding a ministerial position at another church until November of that year. Despite the Dedham 

church’s optimism, Phillips’ “cheerful” acceptance of a role within it was short-lived: he sold his 

land in 1640 and returned to England forever the next year, in the fall of 1641.33 

So much for what we know about John Phillips. What we know about the Cambridge side 

of the negotiations is similarly slender. Paige used excerpts from Sparhawk’s deacon’s book in 

his discussion of the Cambridge invitation to Phillips (see below in “Notes on the 

Transcription”), stating that the “several disbursements on account of Rev. John Phillips furnish 

the only evidence to be found in the Church Record concerning the attempt which was evidently 

made to secure him as a teacher of the church.” I will detail those disbursements below.34 

                                                        
33 Alvan Lamson, D.D., History of the First Church and Parish in Dedham, in Three 

Discourses… (Dedham: Herman Mann, 1839), pp. 78-80. Accessed at 

https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-

HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-

pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFU

MDX7n6G-nA2Yh-

efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW

6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-

EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-

dA5kfCdC_o Lamson describes the confusion over exactly when Phillips sailed (either 

September or December of 1641) in his description of the awful voyage Phillips endured. 

Worthley, p. 242. 
34 Paige, pp. 256-7. Paige quotes Savage’s Genealogical Dictionary as saying that Phillips a 

“famous minister” in Wrentham, England, who married Elizabeth Ames, sister of puritan great 

William Ames. The two factors put together “gave him favor in the eyes of puritans” and Phillips 

was “desired to accept office here in several places, especially Cambridge, perhaps in connection 

with the newly begun College, but preferred to go home in the autumn of 1641.” Paige 

references Sparhawk’s record to add that Phillips came to Cambridge from Salem, where he was 

living until he became a member of the Dedham church in 1640; this was data unknown to 

Lamson because of the return of the Sparhawk records to invisibility in the interim between 

https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5Qaep1zI0TlEHtvl9yEDjYsVh-HVZtbQAHtflE6XM-pHT4vJ10n92RQ238wbTzjzOmJm9ChZ5SKHxe4zQZ7ZAaRtlV4b8v0H9pwXrP3_sfHnf5AFUMDX7n6G-nA2Yh-efRff41DCHNBTnBfH1m3f2LUsO7ZfL4rA9sXLVLtiPwDwFSid4A8YZHA0p_jpSCVdM0FW6fiKKyZWR424JaMLiLuY9IxNAp8hPaD-EqldQhzr_VuIJSeS1mhsq79TzucJpKFvBh_e6TFPck-SIW1QFnHkSzyto5y-bzrhy02VS-dA5kfCdC_o
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Paige did not make as full a use of the Sparhawk records as he might have. Once again, 

the deacon’s book sheds new light on this story. In January 1638/9, he made this entry: 

payd for sendinge a messenger (goodman crackbone) to charls 

town - & Roxbery for to have ataynd helpe for preaching in our pastors weaknes 

This short entry tells us that whatever Shepard’s ailment was early in 1639, it was long-term and 

worrying enough that the church felt it had to act to bring in a teacher. Shepard had been sick 

before, but now, perhaps, his flock was afraid he would not recover. Who exactly the church was 

considering in Charlestown and Roxbury is unclear; in 1639 Thomas Weld was minister and 

John Eliot teacher at Roxbury. Charlestown was undergoing churn: it had only been gathered six 

years earlier, and had already had one minister removed (Thomas James) in 1636. His 

replacement John Harvard died in his first year as pastor. Zechariah Symmes was teacher from 

1634 on, but clearly Charlestown had no minister to spare, so Cambridge may have gone to the 

church there for advice only.  

 For clarity’s sake, I will intersperse a visual of the Sparhawk entries regarding Phillips 

book, compared with the story from the Dedham church records and Paige, with my notes: 

 Dedham/Paige timeline Sparhawk timeline 

 

Summer – November 1638: Dedham courts Phillips 

 

Summer 1638 Dedham extends its call to Phillips  

Early October 

1638 

Dedham gives up on Phillips, 

believing he will join the church in 

Cambridge 

 

November 

1638 

Dedham’s church is gathered 

 

 

January 1639  A messenger is sent to Charlestown 

and Roxbury “for to have ataynd 

helpe for preaching in our pastors 

weakn” 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
Paige’s viewing and my own recent rediscovery. Paige closes his brief section on Phillips by 

noting where exactly his house was in Cambridge. 
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Dedham’s church records state that by early October 1638, they were certain Phillips would 

answer the call from Cambridge. Sparhawk’s records make no mention of this, and that makes 

sense: the deacon’s book was not the place to record the outreach to and negotiation with 

Phillips. Those would be recorded in the missing church records. Sparhawk’s deacon’s book is 

only concerned with payments, and so begins the story by paying a messenger to go to 

Charlestown and Roxbury. What “attaining help for preaching” means is unclear: at this point, in 

January 1639, it seems to be assumed that Phillips will be joining the Cambridge church as 

teacher. But he had not yet moved to Cambridge from Salem, so it is possible that the church 

turned to local towns to find someone to fill in temporarily for Shepard until Phillips arrived.  

 

Between April – June/July 1639, Cambridge seems to have reached some agreement with 

Phillips, while Dedham also remains hopeful he will join them. 

 

April 1639 John Allin is ordained Dedham pastor  

May 1639  Brother Town is payd “for 5 times 

going wth messages to ye church” 

June/July 1639  Brother Cane paid “for goinge to 

Salem wth a message to mr philips 

(when he was about to come to 

us).” 

 

Dedham held onto their hopes of recruiting Phillips from November 1638 to April 1639. 

This may mean that despite his seeming agreement with Cambridge, Phillips had not completely 

sealed the deal to become teacher there. In May 1639, Sparhawk notes that Brother Town took 

five messages from the church to an unknown recipient; this may have been Phillips. Such a high 

volume of messages in one month speaks to some sort of wrangling. Soon after, in June or July 

1639, Sparhawk refers to Phillips as “about to come to us.” 

 

In July 1639 Phillips moves his household goods to Cambridge. 
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July 1639 

 The church pays “the hyman that 

brouht mr philips and for his goods 

bringing from Salem when he 

Removd to us we [?] this and took 

it out of that we Receyved for 

officers maintenance.”  

The church also pays four men 

“for …accepting so Reasonably 

for ther freyht when they brouht mr 

Philips.” 

The church pays “for a horse 

Jorney to Salem for busines to mr 

Philips & for another use about mr 

Philips Settelment.” 

Brother Cane is paid 5 shillings for 

“helpinge mr Philips at his first 

coming to set up his goods & 

hows[h]old.” 

Cane is paid “for going of a 

message for the church to mr 

Wilson” 

Town is paid “for going out to call 

ye church together” 

 

Mr. Phillips’ goods and “household” are laboriously moved from Salem to Cambridge, 

requiring the church to pay for a boatman and four movers. Then a horse is rented to take a 

church representative to see Phillips in Salem about his settlement. This is noteworthy: Phillips 

was offered a settlement. This was a formal offer from the church that specified his salary. This 

must have been agreed upon by Phillips and the church representative, as in the next entry 

Brother Cane is helping Phillips “at his first coming” to set up his household. So we see that 

while his goods were moved to Cambridge, Phillips himself did not leave Salem until he 

received and signed off on a settlement. Cambridge then sends a message “for the church” to Mr. 

Wilson, most likely John Wilson, pastor at First Church Boston, and has Brother Town call the 

church together. Perhaps both were announcements of Phillips’ settlement and contract to join 

the church. 
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From July 1639 to May 1640, Phillips has a house in Cambridge  

but does not become teacher. 

 

October 1639  Cane is paid for both “carying a 

leter to Salem (concerning 

clearinge about mr philips) to mr 

hawthorne,” and also for “his helpe 

in mr philips removing to mr 

pellams house for 1 day & ½.” 

before May 

1640 

Dedham renews its call to Phillips.  

 

Oddly, there is no mention of Phillips between July and October 1639—in the deacon’s 

book, at least. The missing church records must have explained whatever it was that prevented 

Phillips from being ordained as a teacher. Sparhawk’s entry here is confusing: what does it mean 

that Cambridge sends a letter “concerning clearing about Mr. Phillips?” Was there an obstacle to 

his ordination that needed to be cleared, or a question to be answered? “Mr. Hawthorne” was 

likely magistrate William Hawthorne (Hathorne), a wealthy Salem merchant and deputy to the 

General Court. If there was some legal issue, Hawthorne might have been brought in. The next 

entry is for a payment to Cane for his help in moving Phillips to Henry Pelham’s former house. 

This is likely a retroactive payment for the original move, as it is very unlikely that Phillips 

moved out of a house he had only been in for two months. Still, there is uncertainty of some kind 

surrounding Phillips in Cambridge—enough to raise Dedham’s hopes that he might respond to a 

renewed call.  

May 1640 Phillips joins the Dedham church. Town is paid for calling the church 

together nine times 

 

At last, Phillips joins the Dedham church, at the same time that Sparhawk records the 

Cambridge church meeting nine times. It is possible that this payment to Town is retroactive, and 

that the nine times he called the church together did not all take place in May 1640. But it is 
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possible, too, that they did, because of turmoil surrounding Phillips’ departure. It was not 

unheard of for a minister to decline a settlement when it was offered, but the fact that he moved 

into his house in Cambridge after the messenger took him the settlement seems to show that 

Phillips did not decline it. Without the missing Cambridge church records, it is impossible to 

know why a sought-after young minister who committed himself so far as to buy a house in town 

and give up other offers for Cambridge’s sake was never ordained. 

 

After October 1640, Shepard’s church decides to stay in Cambridge, 

  and Phillips attends church in Dedham but does not become its teacher. 

 

November 1, 

1640 

Phillips gives up looking for a 

position outside Dedham. 

 

Late 1640/early 

1641 

 Brother Russell paid for “glasse 

windows for elder frost.” 

September 

1641 

Phillips returns to England.  

 

Possibly upon hearing that Elder Frost had taken on some officer’s role in the church at 

Cambridge, Phillips seems to resign himself to life in the Dedham church. But he left for 

England less than a year later, never to return, and Dedham had to resign itself to his loss.35Elder 

Frost, meanwhile, has his house fitted with glass windows—a luxury befitting a church teacher. 

 

A remove to Connecticut? 

The deacon’s book continues immediately from its documentation of the Phillips situation to 

notes on an equally surprising possibility: that the Cambridge congregation was considering a 

remove to Connecticut. In July 1640 we find this entry: “payd my brother cane for his attendance 

of our pastor in his Jorney to Keneticute”. Then, around  September 1640 we find this entry: 

                                                        
35 Worthley records that Henry Chickering clung to his hopes for Phillips’ return to Dedham for 

a long time, refusing to accept the offer to serve as a deacon for as long as eight years, possibly 

waiting until he could serve in that role in a Phillips-led church. 
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“paid to our Elder champney layd out for bailage & helpe for [?] a place for plantation (by ye 

desire of the church) at kenetecut”. 

The first entry seems to record another of Thomas Shepard’s routine trips to see his in-

laws in Hartford. But the second raises questions: was Elder Champney surveying land in 

Connecticut for a possible remove of the Shepard church? It is well-known that Thomas 

Shepard’s father-in-law, Thomas Hooker, made a strong effort to convince Shepard and as many 

of his flock as possible to remove to Connecticut, but that was in a letter he wrote to Shepard on 

November 2, 1640—two months after Sparhawk’s entry. Could Shepard have initiated a removal 

to Connecticut that Hooker was only affirming or encouraging rather than suggesting? 

The economic depression affecting the Massachusetts Bay Colony, which contributed to 

Shepard’s personal debt, was the prime reason Hooker referenced, but in his “Reason for 

Removing,” notes Shepard made on the fly-leaf of the book of conversion narratives Selement 

and Woolley reproduced, only three reasons (1, 2, and 4) are economic.36 The fourth is this: 

“Because if another minister come, he will not have room for his company. —Religion.— ” 

What can this reference to “another minister” mean? Why would Shepard be anticipating the 

splitting of the church in Cambridge and the founding of a Second Church in that town when the 

first one was only five years old, and the number of new inhabitants had slowed almost to 

nothing with the end of the Great Migration? The fifth and final reason was, as Shepard says in 

his usual vivid colloquial language, “Because Mr. Vane will be upon our skirts.” This refers to 

Henry Vane, the former governor of the Massachusetts Bay colony who followed Anne 

Hutchinson and returned to England in disgust after their fall in 1637—proceedings Thomas 

                                                        
36 Lucius R. Paige, History of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1630-1877, with a genealogical 

register (Boston: H. O. Houghton, 1877), p. 52. Accessed at 

https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala

.pdf. 

https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala.pdf
https://ia800208.us.archive.org/13/items/historyofcambrid00paigiala/historyofcambrid00paigiala.pdf
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Shepard was a clear leader in. If the Cambridge church still feared Vane’s retribution, then they 

might well have considered removing to Connecticut. The record here clearly says the journey to 

scout locations in Connecticut is undertaken “by ye desire of the church” and not “the pastor.”37 

This seems to cement the possibility that Cambridge was considering removing. This potential 

remove may have been the factor that made Phillips change his mind about accepting an office 

with a church about to remove to the wilderness. 

The next entry is equally noteworthy: three months after Phillips left Cambridge, Elder 

Frost was granted a salary by the church. We have established that Frost badly needed an 

income, but he had been poor for many years before this. Why was he brought on as a paid 

church officer so soon after the church lost its would-be teacher? The church was called together 

three times, perhaps for the discussion and the vote on this measure. Since Shepard was famous 

for his preaching, and Frost was so humble, it would seem Shepard would make a better teacher 

and Frost a better minister. But if the position was informal, Frost could have filled in however 

he was needed. It is an intriguing possibility that requires more data to confirm or deny.  

 

A note on the Shawshine Division 

As Sparhawk refers frequently to the “Shawshine,” it’s fitting to mention it here. In 1635, 

almost all of the Hooker congregation left Cambridge forever in search of more land, devastating 

the infant town by draining it of 90% of its families. The Shawshine land grant was intended to 

prevent this kind of crippling outflow of settlers from recurring. On June 2, 1641, the General 

                                                        
37 Oddly, in his multi-page discussion of this potential removal, Paige states that “This 

temptation to remove was not kept secret, though no direct reference to it appears on record.” 

This omission adds strength to my conjecture that Paige did not read/deciphered all of the 

Sparhawk pages—or that he used an existing transcription and may have missed the reference 

Sparhawk makes here. 
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Court granted “all the land lying upon Saweshin Ryver, and between that and Concord Ryver, 

and between that and Merricmack Ryver”, to “erect a village there” within five years. The land, 

known as Shawshine because it was on the Shawshine River, was not parceled out to Cambridge 

inhabitants until the Shawshine division of September 1652, when the Cambridge Town Records 

listed all of the inhabitants’ shares in it. By 1655, enough Cambridge residents had made the 

Shawshine parcel their permanent home for it to be incorporated as the town of Billerica. In this 

deacon’s record we see the earliest business involving Shawshine, beginning here in 1639, two 

years before the General Court made the grant of the land to Cambridge. 

 

 

Editor’s note on transcribing the Sparhawk manuscript 

 To the unaided eye, the first nine pages of the Deacons’ Books are an unintelligible mess 

of tiny writing on pages in terrible condition.  
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I am familiar with English secretary hand through my experience as a transcriber of 17th-century 

records, but this was written so minutely, and the pages were in such bad shape, that initially I 

could make very little headway. The pages had been silked at some point to prevent their further 

deterioration, and the aging and darkening of this silking added to the difficulty in reading them. 

My transcription was done from digital images of the pages made by the Houghton Library, 

which allow for zooming in on the handwriting, and this was critical to making out the writing of 

deacon Nathaniel Sparhawk. His hand is cramped, messy, and distorted by the darkening of the 
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silk and bleed-through of ink from one side of a page to the other. He used the most arcane forms 

of secretary letters. At first I could read only a few words on each page, but once I established 

certain letters, usually by context, I began to compile samples to use as a Rosetta Stone to 

decipher the rest. For instance, this is how Sparhawk wrote “horse”: 

 

Crucially, the “h” is like a backward-facing 3 with a long tail. Once I established that this was 

how “h” looked, I was able to uncover more words. Also important is the final “e”, which looks 

here like a “C”, but usually looks like an “o”, as we see below in the word “neybors”: 

 

This word also shows that the “y” looks like a low secretary “h” or possibly a modern “g” or “z”. 

Finally, “s”, when not long-tailed (ʃ), looks like a “b”—unless it comes before an “h”, as in 

“shoes”, when it looks like half a “T” (Note that the final “s” is in the “b” shape): 
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A lower-case “c” looks like a lower-case “r”, as shown here in “concerninge”: 

 

 Of course, the form of the letters was not the only issue. Irregular spellings of obscure 

words, written with irregular letter forms, made some words very hard to guess at, especially 

when the context was not clear. “Kersey”, a type of cloth, is an example:  

 

The long “s” looks like a “y”, and the final “e” is just an appendage to the final “y”—something I 

was to find Sparhawk doing almost all the time when writing a word common to these books—

“money”: 
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Sometimes a word was spelled fairly obviously but was so unexpected it took me a long time to 

figure it out. Here is “Michellmas”: 

 

The record it appears in states “At, or about [?] michellmas 1640 yelded elder frost for a quarters 

allowance”. I knew this word above that I could not decipher had to be some measurement of 

time—the quarter year being observed. I could see that it ended in “mas”, and worked my way 

back until I had “hillmas” and then suddenly the word “Michelmas” occurred to me. I would 

never have thought a Puritan who eschewed the pagan names for the days of the week and the 

months would use this Catholic term, but I found it twice in Sparhawk’s records. 

During my struggle to read these pages, I returned to Sharples and noticed for the first 

time his reference to a typewritten transcript: 

 

These books are still in the original raw hide bindings. The oldest of these and the most 

interesting, was in very bad condition, but it has been repaired by the Emery process so 

that it is now in good order, except as to some ends of leaves that were worn away before 

it was repaired. It has been carefully copied in duplicate with the typewriter.38 

Sharples was writing in 1906; Henry Edes had talked about the books in 1915 without 

mentioning that they were transcribed. Where was this transcription? Was it one Paige made, or 

one he used? He had done his research in the 1860s and 70s, so it seemed unlikely there was an 

                                                        
38 Sharples, pp. v-vi. 
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existing typewritten transcription for him to use (the first typewriter went on the market in 1874). 

Either way, there seemed an easy way out of my difficulties with the Chesholme manuscript. I 

went quickly to The History of Cambridge, and on page 253 of this epic history of the church 

and the town I found this: 

There are still preserved two folio volumes, which may be styled Church Books, chiefly 

devoted to financial affairs, containing a particular account of receipts and disbursements 

by the Deacons, together with some historical notices. From these books something may 

be gleaned concerning the condition and work of the Church.39 

Paige goes on to offer selected transcriptions of deacon’s book entries over the next five pages. 

More names that had become so familiar to me from my work with the Shepard conversion 

narratives leapt off these pages: Sister Albone (Elizabeth Olbon) was indeed there, along with 

“my brother Sill” (John Sill), “my brother Cane” (Christopher Cane), “brother Francis More”, 

and “our sister Grissell” (Mary Grizzell/Griswold). This was a breakthrough. I used Paige’s 

transcriptions to fill in the blanks in my own, and more of the Rosetta Stone was compiled. But 

why settle for just these selections? Surely he had transcribed all 10 pages. I settled in for another 

long, difficult online search for Paige’s papers but was very pleasantly surprised to find them 

immediately, as The Cambridge Room at the Cambridge Public Library had just made his 

complete papers available in October 2016, the same month that I found the deacon’s books.  

When I went to the Cambridge Room and the mountains of Paige papers were brought 

out, I felt sure I would find his deacon’s books transcription. He wrote out hundreds of pages of 

                                                        
39 Paige, p. 253.  
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transcriptions for his massive history of the town, but when I found the heading “Deacon’s 

Books” in his notebook, my excitement was very short-lived: he had transcribed no more than he 

included in his published volume. 

This was puzzling. A range of questions arose. Why would Paige’s copious notebooks 

filled with his handwritten transcriptions of hundreds of pages of colonial manuscripts not 

include all of the pages of Sparhawk’s records? Even in the 1870s records from Shepard’s era 

were considered long-lost. Why wouldn’t this be a find of such magnitude that Paige would 

eagerly transcribe and publish it all?  

As I transcribed enough of the original pages to compare them to Paige’s transcription, I 

noticed that he confidently wrote in words that were lost to tears in the pages as I viewed them. It 

would not be surprising that the original manuscript was in better shape when he saw it 140 years 

ago than it is now. But he also left out parts of some lines, inserted words, and put a period 

ending one sentence that clearly was continued but lost to a tear in the page. He also published a 

relatively long paragraph that he described as being “on the inside cover of one volume”—

volume 1—but I can’t find the entry in the first or the second book. All these signs seemed to 

point to the fact that Paige was working from someone else’s transcription, one made when the 

book was in better shape, and one that skipped over crossed-out lines and made other editorial 

decisions that modern transcribers would not. Could it be that he found the originals but could 

not read them, and hired someone else who had the expertise to do so to transcribe them? If that 

were the case, it seems likely that he would have included that full transcription in his papers, but 

I could not find one. Yet it seemed more and more unlikely to me that Paige had sat down with 

those first 10 pages of volume 1, read them, and selected the entries he thought most interesting. 

The pages were too hard for that. Then I realized that his notebook entries were not a 
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transcription of Sparhawk but actually the draft of his manuscript—his own writing with 

transcribed entries added in. Here is a notebook page that would become the second half of page 

254 in the finished History: 
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These notebook pages, then, were not Paige’s transcriptions of Sparhawk but his own 

draft manuscript with transcriptions inserted. Given that Paige’s notebooks were filled with his 
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actual transcriptions of hundreds of other documents, I felt more sure that the Sparhawk pages 

had defeated him, and he had turned to another source to transcribe it for him, or asked one of his 

many friends or sources if a transcription existed, and been rewarded with one. Or could it be 

that Paige found the books, could not read them, inquired about a transcription, was told there 

were only selections that had ever been transcribed, then used them. This last, however, seemed 

unlikely. Paige was interested in the connection of John Phillips to the church in Cambridge, and 

so he grouped together all but two of the entries on Phillips from different pages of the deacon’s 

book in his discussion. He must have had the full record available to him. The question 

remained, then, where was that other transcription? Had it been donated by Paige? Was it later 

typewritten in duplicate and shown to Sharples?  

More importantly to me as a scholar, if Sharples had seen typewritten transcriptions, why 

didn’t he have any interest in publishing them, all that remained of the records from Shepard’s 

church? And why didn’t the Cambridge Society ever transcribe and publish them? Why was 

there so little interest in these records?  

As I pondered the last question, I wondered if the time frame was the answer. When 

Paige saw these books in the 1870s, he saw value in those entries that mentioned famous men 

and those that presented more colorful “slices of life”, but the last seemed relatively trivial in an 

era when micro-history was unheard of. When Sharples saw the transcriptions in 1906, the same 

applied. Only the records written by the famous minister would be interesting. The value of 

financial records, and commonplace lives, was mostly invisible to scholars at that time. This 

attitude is evidenced by a handwritten note in the second volume written by the Rev. Abiel 

Holmes that reads: 

This book belongs to the first Church in  
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Cambridge—It was procured by William 

Winthrop Esq. from Mr. Andrw Bordman, in 1795, 

and deposited in my care.— 

It contains very little interesting information, it 

being chiefly an acco book—for the receipts and 

payments of monies collected on Lord’s days &c— 

It, however, mentions the death of the Rev. Mr Mitch 

ell (p. 3) The erection of the ministerial house & 

the removal of Mr Oakes from England & his 

settlements and Mr Gookin’s settlement (p. 4.) 

Only the great “Mr’s” of history are of interest here. This note does tell us that the deacon’s 

books were once held by Andrew Bordman and then William Winthrop, which shows that they 

somehow slipped away from the Church in Cambridge and made their way to the libraries of 

great men, where their value as historical records was not entirely perceived. Winthrop had 

enough awareness to give the books to a clergyman at Cambridge, but with Holmes’ death they 

disappeared for another 80 years, until Paige came across them.  

 We can never know what prevented the Cambridge Society from doing anything with the 

books in 1915. A scholar like Perry Miller, so focused on the high-level thought and group mind 

of the Puritans, might not have been interested in financial accounts detailing loans and gifts to 

small individuals, particularly untranscribed financial accounts. Eventually the Cambridge 

Society gave or sold the books to the Thomas Shepard Society, which deposited them in the 

Houghton Library on its demise in 1965. There they lay, entirely forgotten, perhaps picked up 

with interest and put down again, at least the first volume, at the sight of its impenetrable pages. 
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————————————————————————————— 

My own transcription is incomplete. I have left words I could not decipher in brackets—

[?]—and noted where the ink has bled through, the pages have torn, or subscript between lines is 

illegible. In the spirit of 21st-century scholarship, I invite all readers to crowd-source the missing 

words if possible. I can make the digitizations available upon request. It would be a fitting tribute 

to the fellowship of Shepard’s church if a community of scholars helped to complete this 

transcription.  

My annotation is also incomplete, in the sense that I do not provide deep biographies for 

the people named in the records. I relied on four main resources: Selement and Woolley’s 

Confessions, Sharples, Paige, and the Records of the Town of Cambridge, 1630-1703. I turned to 

Worthley and to Roger Thompson’s Cambridge Cameos when necessary. In-depth genealogical 

profiles of many New England settlers from this period exist in The Great Migration project of 

the New England Historical Genealogical Society for those who seek them. What I wanted to do 

was to give a rough sense of who the men and women mentioned in the records are, enough to 

make clear what these newly transcribed records tell us about them that we did not know, and in 

some cases, did not expect.  

 My project is modern in that it is a micro-history—even an extreme example of a micro-

history, but it also follows in the more colloquial footsteps of those 19th-century historians who 

wrote conversationally about their subjects. This suits the intimate records that we find in 

Sparhawk’s deacon’s books. 
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Appendix A: 

 

 

Annotated Transcription of the Deacon’s Book 
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[08 - left page] 

 

[or]dayned to the office [of] deaconshipp40 

the second day of the 10th month – 1638  

 

 

  

                                                        
40 Here Sparhawk confirms his ordination date. 
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[09 - right page] 

This Book for [torn] 

Rendered [faded] [torn] 

and contayned  torn 

pledge and soe [?] [torn] 

 

_________ 

what mon[eys] [faded] that was of the churches stock 

beforre wee ca[me] into office41 wch came into our hand 

followeth on this sigde 

Imprimis42 from my brother Stone43 I Receyvd 20s 

 

Item Receyvd in for papers delivered us by mr cook44 was pd 

                                                        
41 Sparhawk’s note on the previous page that he came into the office of deacon “on the second 

day of the 10th month - 1638” (December 2, 1638) is confirmed by his first entry of moneys 

collected on the Sabbath, which is dated the same.  
42 “In the first place”;  Sparhawk uses this term at the start of each page of his entries to note the 

first record.  
43 Brother Stone seems to be Gregory Stone, an original settler who is first clearly mentioned in 

the CTR on February 6, 1636/7 as being granted a half-acre of land and receiving substantially 

more on October 11, 1647, when “a parcel of land about 200 acres more or less” was granted to 

him. Gregory Stone was a deacon. The 20 shilling gift that Sparhawk here records from Brother 

Stone is in line with the record of Deacon Gregory Stone donating, along with three other 

deacons, the money for the “goods and chattels” of the church in Cambridge in 1669, amounting 

to £40. Gregory Stone died on November 30, 1672, aged 82.  
44 Mr. Cook (Cooke) is almost certainly Joseph Cooke, an early and regular selectman and a 

constant presence in the CTR. He arrived on The Defence in 1635 along with his younger brother 

George Cooke, both listed as servants of Roger Harlankenden. Paige believes this was a ruse 

used to smuggle two prominent men out of England, as George became Town Clerk and Joseph 

took on many positions of authority. It is Joseph Cooke who figures in Sparhawk’s records. He 

operated the ferry across the Charles River. On January 2, 1636/7, Cooke was given the right to 

use the hill and lane behind his house that the town had been planning to build a fort on until 
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a note did approve 9£/6s ½  the which hath 3s 10d added 

was layd out in land and given elder frost45 his portion [?] 

& 

Churches contribution – page 1 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

and the disposall of sd          16 17 18 [torn] [?] Sparhawke46  

      [torn] T Chesholme 

accounts of Rent page 19 

contribution for particular persons page 20 and 21 

 

Item mr Harlackingdon47 gave the church a legacye of 20£ wch wee 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
such time as the town “shall ever make use of it.” (Cambridge was seen as a vulnerable site and 

efforts to fortify it had begun as early as 1632, when the residents of Watertown famously 

refused to acknowledge a tax levied to pay for a stockade in Cambridge.) On April 2, 1638, 

Cooke was repaid for “some losses he hath sustained in laying out monie for the towns” with 

some “skirts of land” in Menotomy, the northwest precinct of Cambridge. By October 1, 1639, 

Cooke was “ordering the town affairs” with a committee of high-ranking men; he received a 

400-acre farm in 1640 bordering the now-lost Cheesecake Brook (it can still be found under that 

name running through Newton, MA). Joseph Cooke served as a representative to the General 

Court from 1636-1640.  
45 This is the first entry for Elder Edmond (Edmund) Frost. Here he is receiving a payment in 

kind—a piece of land—from a debt paid by Joseph Cooke.  
46 Here is the Sparhawk signature; the same hand is used to write Chesholme’s name, so 

Chesholme himself did not sign off on this record. Sparhawk seems to be noting that the record 

has been looked over by both men. 
47 Roger Harlackingdon, Esq. (Harlakenden) was another passenger on The Defence in 1635, and 

had been one of the wealthy men who sheltered shipmate Thomas Shepard during his 

persecution in England for nonconformity. He was chosen as a selectman at the same time as 

Joseph Cooke, on November 23, 1635. Harlakenden became an Assistant to the Governor in 

1636 and was re-elected twice, the last time just months before his untimely death on November 

17, 1638, at the age of 27. The last mention of him in the CTR is very shortly before his death, 

when he was voted to the committee to manage the town’s affairs on October 26, 1638. Shepard 

remembered Harlakenden in his autobiography as a “most precious servant of Jesus Christ”. The 

generous £20 “legacy” of Harlakenden to the church that Sparhawk records here was intended 

for “the pore brethren of our congregation,” and was put to use about 16 months after his death 
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Receyvd a younge cow for it of mr pellam48 in ye begininge of ye year 1640 

wee gave ye Sommers milk of the cow to brother town49 & brother John french50 

[crossed out] the first calfe dyed 

the wintering cost to John Stone51  - 25s wch sume the second calfe was pd [for] 

the second summers milk we gave to sister manninge52 & brother John French 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
to buy the cow. A cow provided the church with milk, which it could give to its poor or the 

minister, or sell. 
48 Where Roger Harlakenden fades out, Herbert Pelham (Pellam), Esq., comes in. Pelham 

married Harlakenden’s widow, became an Assistant like Harlakenden, and, as we see here, was 

the source of the young cow that the church bought with Harlakenden’s legacy. Pelham would 

become Treasurer of Harvard College in 1643. He was chosen as a surveyor for the highways for 

the year 1644 and voted a selectman for the town in 1645. In 1645 and 1646 Pelham received 

land grants in Menotomy and in the town, and he served as a Commissioner of the United 

Colonies from 1645-6. Pelham’s rise to prominence in New England was cut short by his return 

to England in 1649, just after the first deacon’s book records end. 
49 Here is the first mention of William Town in Sparhawk’s records; he is being paid for his 

work with some of the “summer milk” from the glebe cow provided by Roger Harlakenden’s 

legacy.  
50 There is not much mention of John French in the CTR. He was granted a house lot in town on 

August 14, 1637, and fined one shilling as Brother French on November 4, 1646 for “2 hogs at 

one time & one at another & 2 at another with out a keeper.” 
51 Sharples includes the Rev. Jonathan Mitchel’s record of a John Stone who was the son of 

Deacon Gregory Stone who had removed to Sudbury by 1658, this may be the John Stone who 

Sparhawk is referring to. Wintering a cow was a financial burden: it required a barn or shed for 

shelter and plenty of hay to eat over the winter. Men who wintered cows for the church were 

repaid for “the wintering cost” in the spring; here is it 25 shillings. 
52 William Manning, who will appear a few times in Sparhawk’s records, is fairly well-

documented. “Sister Manning” (Maninge) is not, so we must guess at her identity. Selement and 

Woolley date William Manning’s admission as a freeman to May 13, 1640, and say his first wife 

died after this date. Manning married again, and his second wife Susanna died in the fall of 1650. 

His third wife, Dorothy, became a full member of the church in Cambridge before 1658. 

Manning died in 1666. If the Sister Manning Sparhawk refers to so constantly in his accounts is 

William Manning’s wife, this could be his unnamed first wife or his second wife Susanna, as 

their lives fit into the Sparhawk record time frame (1638-1645). But the Sister Manning listed 

here was a constant object of the church’s charity, which is more consonant with a widow than a 

married woman, particularly the wife of a “prominent merchant” like William Manning. The 

New England Historical and Genealogical Record has no likely candidate, nor does the 

Massachusetts Vital Records to 1850. “Sister Manning’s daughter” will appear later in 

Sparhawk’s records as the recipient of donations of appropriate clothing when she is put out to 
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the 3d summers milke was yelded elder frost also all the wintring [of it] 

the begining of the yeare 1643 wee yeelded it elder frost for his owne 

at that time it was worth but 5£ [torn] the [torn]  

___ 

mr wells sent from England 6£ to be payd by his brother Joseph53 [ ]54 

wch was done as followeth to our pastours55 content 

Imprimis to brother willyam french56  0 10 0  

Item to brother John french  0 10 0 

to sister maninge  0 10 0 

to brother sill57  0 10 11 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
service, so Sister Manning, whoever she was, was very poor and seemingly quite without family 

to support her. 
53 Joseph Wells is listed among the deputies of the General Court on September 8 and December 

7, 1636, and on November 20, 1637, a Mr. Wells is included in a long list of Cambridge 

dignitaries who will “take order for a College at Newetowne”. In October 1641 Wells was 

included in a list of men with the title “Mr”, “appointed to settell the rates of wharfige, portridge, 

& warehouse huire”. Mr. Wells had returned to England by 1643, when Sparhawk wrote this 

entry.  
54 Paige read the currently illegible end of this line as “to be given to some p[oor] people” in his 

notes; currently, I feel this reading is unsupported by the writing that remains. The word “given”  

does seem to appear, but the words before it are longer than “to be” and the words after it 

currently shorter that “to some poor people”; in its current state, the line is cut off.  
55 This is the only instance of Sparhawk describing Shepard as directly involved in deciding or 

approving how collection money should be spent.  
56 William French was another voyager on The Defence in 1635. When the town of Cambridge 

was asked in January 1654/5 by the inhabitants of the Shawshine tract to be allowed to 

“disengage” from Cambridge and form their own town of “Bilracie” (Billerica), William French 

was one of the 13 men who signed their acceptance of the town’s reply basically granting this 

request. William French had a house lot on Dunster Street that he sold to William Barrett in June 

1656.  
57 John Sill (Syll, Syl, Sell) arrived in Cambridge in 1637, and was made a freeman in May 1638, 

a few months before Sparhawk began this record. He and his wife Joanna were both members of 

the church, and both of their confessions are included in Selement and Woolley. Interestingly, 

Sill detailed his resistance to the ministry of Thomas Shepard in his confession, saying “Some 

told [me] of Mr. S but [I] thought things could not be so as reports went, Men might admire but it 
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to elder frost 3 yds kersey58  - 10s - 9d  0 10 9 

to sister pattin59 shoes and venison  0 10 0 

to goody parker60    0 8 0 

to mr howman61    0 10 0 

to sister cane62 in venison    0 6 0 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
was not so. I was desired to go to hear him, going with a prejudicial opinion. …After sermons 

were done some asked how I liked. I spoke very freely but next day, I having conference with 

some, I wished them to take heed upon what grounds they believed what [Shepard] taught. And 

my heart was against him [but] as [I] read over the [sermon] notes [the] Lord let [me] see there 

was more in them than I apprehended. And so [at] night in prayer, [I] was convinced of that sin 

in being set against him”. According to Paige, Sill was “unfortunate in his pecuniary affairs soon 

after his settlement here, and received assistance from the Church; but subsequently appears to 

have been more prosperous”. This entry in Sparhawk’s book seems to be the sole source of 

Paige’s claim. In March 1640, the CTR records a grant to “John Sell” to “builde a house uppon 

anie peice of lande he can purchase prvyded he can buy th[e] libertie of building wch is in Goodm 

whytes hande”; just two town meetings later, in another undated entry, Sill has succeeded in 

buying John White’s house lot and is granted permission to “improve” his house. Sill died in 

1652. 
58 A kind of cloth. 
59 I believe Sister Pattin, is Mary, the wife of William Patten (Pattin). William is recorded in 

March 1635 as keeping 100 cattle for the town at a rate of £20, half in money and half in corn. 

Patten received 90 acres in the Shawshine division, but is not recorded as prospering from them. 

The last mention of him in the CTR is in 1668, when he was granted timber from the common to 

repair “his old house at towne”. Given his low-level employment and custom of being paid 

partially in food, it is possible that Patten’s wife might need shoes and venison from the church. 

Adding to the theory is Roger Thompson’s notes of a Mary Patten being paid by Harvard for 

cheese and butter-making in 1652, joining other widows and poor goodwives in employment by 

the college (including her church sister Joan (Joanna) Sill). Mary Pattin died in 1673.  
60 Likely the wife of Robert Parker. The CTR records Robert as being “Delinquent in felling two 

trees uppon ye Comon with out leave” in 1636, and fined for the same and for breach of the 

orders concerning oxen & hogs in 1646; he was fined again for his oxen the following year. In 

1648 Robert Parker was granted timber to repair his house. If Goody Parker is Robert’s wife, she 

would have needed church charity in 1638. 
61 The writing here is very unclear; “Howman” is my best guess; it might be “Honiman”. It is not 

William Hollman, who appears once in the CTR being fined for his oxen in 1647, and is not 

listed there as “Mr.”  
62 Christopher Cane (Kene) was a member of the church who may have arrived in Cambridge in 

1634. His wife is listed as Margery. Cane became a freeman in 1638, Margery before 1658. Cane 

received 80 acres in the Shawshine division in 1652 and died the next year. Selement and 

Woolley describe him as “a common farmer, a man significantly removed in status from the 
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to sister parsifull green63  0 5 0 

to sister bartlemew green64    0 6 8 

to sister albone65    0 5 0 

to sister banbricke 66   0 6 8 

to brother towne  0 6 0 

to Andrew stephenson67  0 6 0 

some68  6 0 0 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
community’s leadership”. Margery died in 1687. Cane may have been insignificant in means, but 

he seems to have been Sparhawk’s right-hand man, rivaling Brother Town in the number of 

errands he ran for the church. 
63 Likely Ellen, the wife or widow of Percival (“parsifull”) Green. Percival died in 1639, just 

after Sparhawk’s record begins. 
64 This is likely Elizabeth Greene, wife of Bartholomew, who joined the church in Cambridge 

around 1640. She was widowed before 1642, just before this record of charity was written. 

Bartholomew appears in the CTR as receiving a lot of 6 acres in the Westend field on December 

1, 1634. Selement and Woolley record Elizabeth Greene as having a lower social rank than Ellen 

Green, as Ellen had the title Mrs. and Elizabeth did not, but if this page from Sparhawk does 

indeed refer to Ellen and Elizabeth, they are leveled by the shared title of Sister, and both in need 

of church charity (though Elizabeth’s want seems to have been greater, as she was granted more 

money). 
65 The constancy of Sister Albone in Sparhawk’s record of church charity suggests that this is 

Elizabeth Olbon, who in 1643 when these payments were made had endured a prolonged and 

humiliating divorce from her bigamous husband James Luxford. His bigamy was discovered in 

December 1639, and he was banished, but in May 1640 he was still in Cambridge and apparently 

practicing “forgery, lying, and other foul offences” for which he was whipped and had his ears 

cut off. Elizabeth had joined the church in 1636 or 1637, perhaps before her marriage. Why she 

is referred to both in Shepard’s record of conversion narratives and in Sparhawk’s record by her 

maiden name of Albone/Olbon instead of her married name of Luxford is unclear, unless the 

shame of the Luxford name drove her to return to it. There is no record of the name Olbon or 

Albone in the CTR.  
66 Sister Banbricke is likely the “widdow Banbricke” listed as receiving 40 acres in the 

Shawshine division. She is a constant object of the church’s charity in this record. 
67 Andrew Stephenson (Stevenson) appears frequently in the CTR beginning in 1648, in minor 

entries recording permission to fell trees and his stints as a hog-reeve, cowherd, leather-sealer, 

and carpenter. He received 60 acres in Shawshine. 
68 I.e., “sum” 
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[10 - left page] 

 

[torn]69 of the moneyes 

by [torn - contribution] uppon the first 

day of [torn – the week for] the supply of the 

wantes of [torn] [the] church of Crist (and the 

needy peoples) of Cambridge since the Second 

day of the tenth month in the yeare of Crist 163870 

 

Imprimis was contributed the first day of the  

weeke beinge the second day of the 10th month – 1638  

(pt of it was in papers namely – 8d) 

 

0 

 

19 

 

5 

Item was contributed the second sabboth in the 10th   

month – 25s 4d (whereof was in papers – 3s-4d) 

 

1 

 

5 

 

4 

Item was contributed the 3d sabboth in the 10th month 

1638 – 13s – 10d (whereof was in papers – 20d) 

 

0 

 

13 

 

10 

Item was contrybuted the fourth saboth in the 

10th month 1638 – 18s 4d (whereof in paps 18d) 

 

0 

 

18 

 

4 

Item was contrybuted the last Sabboth71 in the 10th  0 16 [?] ob 

                                                        
69 Paige includes “An account” here; whether the page was not torn when he saw it or he 

assumed these were the missing words because of their constant use is unclear. 
70 This page begins Sparhawk’s account of weekly Sabbath giving, and so he notes that he is 

starting again this record of offerings at the day of his ordination in December 1638, even though 

the previous page noted gifts and expenditures from 1638-1640. From this point on, the left-

facing page is filled with the account of weekly giving, and the right-facing page with accounts 

of how that offering was spent or loaned out. 
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month 1638 in money 15s & 4d ob & in papers - 16d so 

Item was contributed ye first Sabboth in ye 11th month Eighteen 

shillings 10d ob & in papers 16d 

1 0 2 ob 

Item was contributed the second sabboth in the 11 month – 17s - 4d 

and in papers – 16d 

0 18 8 

Item was contributed the 3d Sabboth in ye 11th month 

19s-7d and in papers – 15d ob 

1 0 10 ob 

Item was contributed the 4th saboth in ye 11 month 

18s - 4d ob and in papers – 12d sum 

 

0 19 4 

Item was contributed the first Sabboth in the 12 month 

in money – 33s 9d ob and – 13d 

1 14 10 

Item mrs Sara Sims72 the 7th of febb. broaht for herselfe 0 10 0 

Item was contributed the 2d Sabboth in the 12 month 

21s - 7d and in papers 11d  Soe — 

1 2 6 

Item was contributed the 3d Saboth in the 12 month – 19s 5d 

and in papers  - 14d 

1 0 7 

Item was contributed the 4th Sabboth in the 12th month 

Six and twenty shillings four pence of wch was 12d paps 

1 6 4 

Item was contributed the first Saboth in the first 1 2 16 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
71 It’s not clear how there could have been five Sabbaths in December 1638, unless that first 

entry for “the first day of the week being the second day of the 10th month” was a special 

contribution and not actually a Sunday/Sabbath day. 
72 Sarah Sims was a passenger on the Defence, the second wife of William French, noted above 

in these records. Her generous personal offering is specially noted. 
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month twenty shillings 8d ob & in papers – 17d Soe 

Item73 was on a day of thanksgivinge (at mr Eatons74) 

given forty nine shillings Six pence 

2 09 6 

[?] game [?] it / as other money I Sent to Elder frost – 20s    

payd [ink worn away] mr Vengers75 for in Roggers when he 

[ink worn away] wth [?] year) – 5s posted to the 

[faded] 

   

Item was contributed the Second Sabboth in the first month 

in money 20s 9d and in papers – 19d 

1 2 4 

Item was contributed the 3d Sabboth in the first month 

in money 20s 6d ob & in papers – 10d 

1 1 6 ob 

Item was contributed the 4th Sabboth in the first month 1 6 4 

                                                        
73 Paige inserts “1 mo 1639” here. 
74 Mr. Eaton is Nathaniel Eaton, the first master of Harvard College, studied under Puritan 

legend William Ames in Holland and arrived in Cambridge in 1637. He gained freemanship in 

June 1638. His tenure at Harvard was just about to be cut short when Sparhawk made this entry 

in the Spring of 1639. Eaton’s reputation for harshness and cruelty to the students was confirmed 

in September 1639 by a two-hour beating he gave his usher Nathaniel Briscoe, which nearly 

Briscoe. Unfortunately for Briscoe, by the time Thomas Shepard and other men had come on the 

scene, he had taken out a knife to defend himself, which led Shepard to blame the attack on 

Briscoe. John Winthrop details how Shepard, “who knew not then” what had really happened, 

joined with Eaton in going to the governor and assistants to file a complaint against Briscoe. The 

assistants demanded that Eaton and Briscoe both testify, and Eaton’s haughty defense of his 

cruelty, and Briscoe’s description of it,  led to Eaton’s removal. Shepard was aghast at his error 

in believing Eaton, and as late as April 1641 grieved over it in his diary: “As pride was my sin, 

shame should be my portion, and many fears I had of Eli’s punishment for not reproving sin in 

Mr. E when I saw it, and that sharply.” Eaton went to what is now New Hampshire, then returned 

to England in 1646, dying in debtor’s prison in 1674. His wife and all but one of his children 

sailed to join him in England but were lost at sea; his young son Benoni was brought up by 

Thomas Chesholme, whose expenditures on clothes for the orphan are recorded later in this book 

by Sparhawk. 
75 Identity unknown. 
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in mon[ey] [torn] - 4s 10d & in papers – 18d Soe 

Item was contributed the last day of the first month in 

money – 7s 8d & in papers -12d                                                                                       

Soe 

1 2 8 ob 

Item was contrybuted the 7th of the Second month in money – 17s 4d ob 

and in papers – 16d 

0 18 8 ob 

Item was contributed the 14 of the Second month in money 19s 

and in papers 21d 

1 0 9 

Item was contributed the 3d Saboth the 21 day of the Second 

month – 19s 10d and in papers 14d Soe — 

1 1 0 

Item was contrybuted the fourth Saboth ye 28 day of the second 

month – in money 20s 10d and in papers – 2s  Soe — 

1 2 10 

Item was contributed the 5th of the 3d month (ye first Saboth) in 

money – 21s 6d and in papers – 14d 

1 2 8 

Item was con[tributed] the 12th of the 3d month in money 21s 9d 

and in papers [torn] 19d 

1 3 4 

[Item wa]s contributed the 19 of the 3d month in money  

[torn] ob & in papers – 12d 

1 4 9 ob 

[Item wa]s contrybuted the 26 day of the 3d month in 

[torn] s 12d ob and in papers - 14d Soe — 

1 18 18 ob 

[Item was] contributed Second of the 4th month in 

[torn] s - 5 ob and in papers 12d Soe — 

1 0 5 ob 

[Item w]as contributed the 9th of the 4th month in 1 6 0 
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[torn] s 10d & in papers – 14d 

[Item was] contributed the 16th day of the 4th month 

[torn] [in money] - 25s 3d & in papers  - 2s 

1 7 3 

[Item] was contrybuted the 23 day of the 4th month in  

[mon]ey – 18s - 3d – & in papers – 19d  Soe — 

0 19 10 

Item was contrybuted the last Saboth of the 4th month 

in money [torn] & in papers – 18d 

1 10 2 

Item was [contri]buted the Second Saboth in the 5th mo- 

wch – [torn] ([?] of was 11d in papers) 

1 7 9 

Item was contributed the 3d Sabboth in the 5th month  

23s 2d ob & in papers 10d  Soe —— 

1 4 ob 

Item was contrybuted the 4th Saboth in ye 5th month 

in [torn] 2s [torn] ob & in papers – 14d 

1 3 6 ob 

Item wa[s contributed] the last Sabboth in the 5th month 

in money [torn] in papers - 12d   Soe —— 

1 5 0 

Item was con[tri]buted the Last Saboth in the 6th month 

21s - 9d ob and [in pap]ers 13d   Soe —— 

1 2 10 0b 

Item was [contributed] the Second Sabboth in the 6th month 

in money [torn] [& in pa]pers - 12d  Soe —— 

1 0 1 

[torn] 0 17 [torn] 
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[11 - right page] 

 

what the layings [torn] [out have been]76 

as on the other side ap[pears] [torn] [were] contry 

buted. on Severall occasions [for the] supply of 

manyfold nessesityties [torn]77  

_______ 

Imprimis for Eleven quartes of Red wine 

for the use of the lords tabell78 uppon the 9th 

day of the tenth month 

at 15d a quart 

 

 

0 

 

 

13 

 

 

9 

and for bread for the lords tabell at that time 8d 

for a messenger to goe for the wine – 12d 

 

0 

 

1 

 

0 

lent my brother towne [crossed out]79 5 0  

payd for this book (to keepe Accounts in)80 4s 6d 0 4 0 

                                                        
76 Paige includes the text “out have been” after this; currently the page is torn. 
77 Paige puts a period after “necessities” but the sentence clearly continues; the beginning of one 

word is visible before the page is torn. 
78 This converts to a little over 10 liters or 1.75 gallons. Sparhawk alternately uses quarts, pints, 

and gallons to measure the amount of wine needed for the sacrament of communion. This order 

on December 9 is followed on this page by another order for “one gallon and ½ pints” on the 

“Second Saboth of the 5th month” (July), and an unspecified amount sometime between October 

16 and January 30, perhaps in December, which would make the purchases regular at twice a 

year. The fact that communion was taken just once a month makes buying nearly 4 gallons of 

wine a year seem excessive, but since we do not know how many members were taking 

communion at this time, we cannot speculate on whether this is so. 
79 The rest of this line is crossed out by Sparhawk; Paine does not indicate this. 
80 The book is a fine, large volume, bound in leather, with fine paper for the pages. Despite its 

large size, Sparhawk wrote microscopically, seemingly because he wanted to keep all 

disbursements of Sabbath offering funds opposite the page where those offerings were tallied.  
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[given] to Elder frost the 18 of January 20s 

pd for a lether pillow to put in the cushin to the the desk - 5s 

it wayd81 — 5lb  

1 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

 

payd for sendinge a messenger (goodman crackbone82) to charls 

town - & Roxbery for to have ataynd83 helpe for preaching in our 

pastors weaknes84 - 2s 

 

0 

 

2 

 

0 

payd to goodman towne for 4 quarts & ½ pint of wine 0 6 [torn] 

payd my brother town for his half years alowance85 1 5 [torn] 

and payd him for 5 times going wth messages to ye church 0 3 [torn] 

to elder frost86 the 22 of the 3d month  - 20s 1 0 [torn] 

given my brother John french  - 3£ 3 0 0 

given to our brother hall87 the 11th  of the 4th month    

                                                        
81 Paige has this as “wayed”. 
82 Goodman Crackbone is Gilbert Crackbone, the only man with that unusual name to appear in 

Cambridge records in this period. He emigrated from London to Dorchester in 1636 and moved 

to Cambridge soon after. “Brother Crackbone’s wife” gave her conversion narrative in 

Cambridge around 1640, and references the burning of their house on Garden Street in 1640, 

thanking God for having saved “the life of their child.” Crackbone was the beneficiary of several 

small land grants, and received 90 acres in the Shawshine division. He is described as an “active 

participant in local affairs” and “prospering in a small way.” Crackbone did not run as many 

errands for the church as Brothers Town or Cane, but evidently augmented his living with 

occasional service.  
83 Paige has “atayne”. 
84 This is the first entry in Sparhawk’s record of the church’s efforts to recruit another minister to 

join Thomas Shepard at First Church Cambridge, most likely as teacher.  
85 As we noted previously, Brother Town would eventually be granted land in 1643 for his 

repeated service to the church; for now, in late 1638, he is receiving an annual allowance. 
86 Paige has “given” at the beginning of this entry (“given to elder frost”). 
87 Edward joined Gilbert Crackbone and six other men in surveying fences in 1650 and again 

along with Crackbone was made a constable in 1663. Hall came from Northumberland and 

arrived in Cambridge in 1636; he may have given his conversion narrative in 1638 at the age of 

29, as he gained freemanship in May of that year. He was given a modest 70 acres in the 

Shawshine division. A disastrous storm that might have blown down Hall’s house in June 1639 
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toward the reareing of his howse yt was blown downe 1 0 0 

for ye Refresshing my brother Sill in time of fayntnes88 

sent him 4 pints of sack - 2s 4d 

 

0 

 

2 

 

[torn] 

pd to my brother Cane for goinge to Salem wth a mes 

=sage to mr philips (when he was about to come to us)89 

 

0 

 

5 

 

0 

[crossed out] ^given90 elder frost toward his buildinge - 40s 2 0 0 

[crossed out in margin] lent our brother bealle91 the 9th of the 5th  

month - 5£ 

5 0 0 

payd the hyman92 that brouht mr philips and 

for his goods bringing from Salem when he Removd to us 

we [?] this and took it out of that we Receyved for officers 

maintenance93 

 

 

0 

 

 

0 

 

 

0 

sent the fore men for there [?] and goods [?]    

                                                                                                                                                                                   
is not recorded in the CTR, and no other men’s houses are described as having suffered the same 

fate, so we are left to wonder what phenomenon actually caused the loss of the house. 
88 What Sill’s “fayntnes” was is unclear, and why the church would need to provide him with 

sack is also unclear, as Sill does not seem to be a charity case. Perhaps we learn here that short-

term outreach to an ailing brother or sister was not limited to those who were poor, but was an 

act of fellowship and gesture of lovingkindness that could be extended to any member in need.  
89 Here is the first mention of Phillips. 
90 Paige inserts “to” after “given”. 
91 Likely Thomas Beale [Bealle], who is included in the early list of house lots granted in 

Westend field in 1634. He was chosen as “Townsman” in 1645 and 1647 and like so many 

Cambridge men at some point in their lives, Beal was appointed “to look vnto the Hogs” in 1647. 

He was appointed, along with three other men, including church brother John Stedman and 

future deputy governor Thomas Danforth, to lay out, “according to there best Judgement and 

discretion” the lands of Shawshine; thus Beale actually helped create the Shawshine “division,” 

in which he received a reasonable 100 acres. Why he would have needed the rather large sum of 

£5 is unclear. 
92 As Paige notes, a “hoyman”, or boatman.  
93 These lines were crossed out. See the Introduction on this reference to officers’ maintenance. 
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of him and accepting so Reasonably for ther freyht 

when they brouht mr philips94 

1 posset of  wine – 14d  

0 1 2 

payd my brother bridge95 for a year hire of a cow elder frost had 5 0 5 

for a horse Jorney to Salem for busines to mr philips 

& for another use about mr Philips Settelment96 

 

0 

 

5 

 

0 

to Elder frost we sent the 15 of the 5th month in beefe 

che[e]se candle and money to b[u]y corne - in all – 20s 

 

1 

 

0 

 

0 

for wine for the lords tabell the Second Saboth of 

the 5th month 1 galon ^½ p[in]ts 4s 3d and for bread 12d 

 

0 

 

5 

 

5 

pd for messengers and horses goinge for old mr Rogers97 for da[] 0 5 [torn] 

payd my brother cane for helpinge mr philips    

                                                        
94 Paige does not transcribe this line, although he gathers together four other lines regarding 

Phillips in his transcription. The key words are maddeningly difficult to decipher, but again 

another payment is recorded, this time in wine, for moving Mr. Phillips. 
95 This is likely John Bridge, who appears many times in the CTR. He was a very early settler, 

was active as a townsman, and carried out many roles in town government during the Sparhawk 

records period. He received a weighty 250 acres in the Shawshine division. here he seems to 

have taken over a year’s expense of feeding and sheltering a cow for the impoverished Elder 

Frost. 
96 Another payment of Mr. Phillips’ expenses; this one mentions his settlement, which leads us 

to consider that an offer might have been made by Cambridge at this point. This is tantalizing, 

but without more data we can’t know for sure. 
97 The identity of “Old Mr. Rogers” remains unclear; no one by the name of Rogers appears in 

this context in either the CTR or Paige. He must have lived in another town, since messengers 

had to travel on horseback to reach him. The title “Mr.” is a fairly reliable signal that someone 

was a minister, so two candidates come to mind: Nathaniel Rogers, who had just joined the 

ministry in Ipswich in 1638, and Ezekiel Rogers, who had emigrated to New England in 1638 

and who became the minister at Rowley the following year. Nathaniel would have been 42 in 

1640 when Sparhawk wrote this record, which seems young to be called “old” even in the 17th 

century. Ezekiel would have been 60 years old, which makes him a more likely candidate. If we 

knew what the errand to Old Mr. Rogers was, we could clarify this further, but until more of 

Sparhawk’s writing is deciphered we remain in the dark.  
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at his first coming to set up his goods & hows[h]old98 5s 0 5 [torn] 

payd my brother cane for going of a message for 

the church to mr wilson99 - 12d 

 

0 

 

1 

 

[torn] 

lent my brother Syll about ye begining of the 5th month 1 0 [torn] 

payd my brother town for going out to call ye church  

(together 

0 [torn] [torn] 

sent to elder champny100 and Elder frost e[a]ch of  

them a firkin101 of butter.  the 16 of the 8th month  

 

3 

 

5 

 

[torn] 

lent my brother mor[?] sho [e]maker the 28 of the 8th month 2 0 [torn] 

my brother sill & brother wilcock102 were sent by the church 

to ye east to mr eaton103 these expences and alowance for  

there time and paynes all came to – 40s wch was pd 

 

2 

 

0 

 

[torn] 

in corne yt was bou[g]ht  for ye poor of brother stone with  

[line is torn] 

[torn] 3 [torn] 

                                                        
98 Paige ends this line in his published book as “goods, 5s”, while in his handwritten transcription 

he added “& howsold”. Why he chose not to include those last words is unclear. This is a 

retroactive payment to Cane for work he did earlier in moving Phillips. 
99 Mr. Wilson might be John Wilson, minister of the church in Boston. Again, there is no hard 

data, but looking at this entry and the one two lines down, about the church being called together, 

I speculate that Cambridge sent to Wilson for advice about Phillips, then had a church meeting to 

read Wilson’s reply—standard Puritan church practice at the time. A few entries down, there will 

be another letter sent to Salem asking for clarity on Phillips, which could have been a decision 

made by the church. 
100 See the Introduction for background on Richard Champney [Champny], ruling elder.  
101 A firkin is a small wooden tub about the size of a quarter of a barrel, used most often for 

butter or lard. 
102 A William Wilcock appears in the CTR receiving a half-acre of land in 1636, ringing hogs in 

1638, and viewing fences in 1647. He must have been a full member of the church to be called 

“Brother”, so this lifts him to Sill’s level as a messenger of the church. 
103 It’s not clear what this reference to Nathaniel Eaton means. Paige omits the word “was” in the 

last line in his transcription. 
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payd my brother Towne for his halfe years wages104 1 10 [torn] 

payd him for four times calling the church together 0 3 [torn] 

payd my brother cane for carying a leter to Salem 

(concerning clearinge about mr philips) to mr hawthorne105 

 

0 

 

5 

 

[torn] 

payd my brother cane for his helpe in mr philips 

removing to mr pellams house for 1 day & ½106  

 

0 

 

3 

 

[torn] 

& pd for a help of another towa[r]d107 mr pelams  howse for mr 

[

P

h

i

l

i

p

s 

 

0 

 

1 

 

[torn] 

                                                        
104 Previously, Town received an allowance; here it is called wages.  
105 Here the church writes again to Salem to “clear” some issue about Mr. Phillips; Mr. 

Hawthorne may be William Hawthorne [Hathorne], a prominent merchant, deputy to the General 

Court, and eventual assistant governor. Why the church at Cambridge wanted to hear from him 

about Phillips is unclear, but to continue our conjecture, it could have been that Phillips had 

debts in Salem. 
106 This may be a third installment of the payment to Cane for his work in moving Phillips. 
107 Paige deciphers this as “the help of another to mend” the house, but to me it seems to be 

“toward”. What’s interesting here is why Herbert Pelham’s house is being considered by or for 

John Phillips. It seems impossible that Phillips might have been considering buying a second 

house when he had just moved in to his first house, unless somehow his new house did not meet 

his approval, or he needed a second house lot. 
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for 2 bushels of corn ^lent to a poor man in nesesity108 our 

goodman pattin [crossed out] Receyvd for 

a bushel a grayne when it was 7s 12d ch[?] [?] – 22d 

 

0 

 

5 

 

[torn] 

for wine for the lords tabell 4s 6d & bread 12d 0 5 [torn] 

given my brother john french the 5th  of the 11 month  2 0 [torn] 

sent my brother park109 after a fire -  8£ of sack -  8s 0 [?] [torn] 

lent110 my brother park the 30 ^of the 11 month January 1639 - 20s 1 0 [torn] 

Given my brother towne towa[r]d his expence in a Sicknes 1 0 [torn] 

[crossed out] for winteringe elder frost are 10d 1 10 [torn] 

lent my brother manninge - 20s 1 0 0 

for the Sacrament 9 pints of sack at 70 [P some symbol [per] pint - 

5s 3d for bread 12d 

0 6 0 

lent towards the charge of goodman buckmastars111 horse 

33s 3d 

1 

1 

 

13 

 

3[torn] 

lent our brother francis more112 the 10th of the first month 1640 1 7 [torn] 

payd for elder frost to brother bridge for annual Sa[torn]    

                                                        
108 Unusually, Sparhawk does not name the recipient of church charity. One can only speculate 

that perhaps it was not a member of the church. 
109 This seems to be Richard Park, who makes a few minor appearances in the CTR receiving 

small land grants, and receiving 100 acres in Shawshine. The fire that he experienced in January 

1639/40 is unrecorded in the CTR. 
110 The church did indeed loan money to members, as noted in the Introduction.  
111 I have found no other record of this unusual name. 
112 Selement and Woolley describe Francis More as an unsuccessful tanner and cooper who was  

“one of the less prosperous citizens in the town but [held] an exalted lay position in the 

Cambridge congregation.” He was given a paltry 50 acres in the Shawshine division. Given his 

poverty, it’s worth noting that Francis More does not appear frequently in Sparhawk’s records of 

charitable need.  
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[to the] Sent to elder frost 20lb of porke 10s 2 bushels of Ry [torn] [torn] [torn] [torn] 

cut of ro[a]st -  3s 9d & 1 bushell of malt  7s 6d [?] 20s 6d 

[?]  6£s  curants – 3s 6d 6£ Raysins   2s 9d 6£ [pennes] - 18d [?] 

 

3 

 

6 

 

[torn] 

for 3 times sendinge to [?] hoyman for elder frost [?] 0 6  [torn] 

given my brother John french in the time of his wifes lyinge in 1 0 0 

for 9 pints of Sack for the Sacrament 5s 3d for [torn] 0 6 3 

for 2 loads of wood feching from Anatomy113 [for [elder] frost 0 4 0 

our brother Syll being deeply indebted  a[nd] [t]hat to 

mr Tinge114 22£ 1 12s we did give of the chur[che]s stock 

half soe much to mr Tinge if he wold fre[e]ly forgive [th]e other 

and give it to our brother Sill wch god moved him to do    Soe pd 

 

11 

 

6 

 

0 

now gave our brother Syll 20s to pay for a horse [?] cow 

[piggs] wch cow giving a Riht of comons wch we bougt him of 600 

of [?] 

 

1 

 

0 

 

4 

lent for goodman bucmasters use to pay goodman white115 18s 6d 0 18 1[torn] 

                                                        
113 This was the usual misspelling of Menotomy, the northwest precinct of Cambridge, that 

would become a separate town named West Cambridge in 1807, then change its name to 

Arlington in 1867. Menotomy’s greatest asset was its forest land, and the precinct was a woodlot 

writ large for Cambridge settlers.  
114 Mr. Tinge [Tyng, Tynge] might be William Tyng of Boston. Whoever he was, John Sill’s 

indebtedness to him was serious—perhaps this was the cause of Sill’s earlier “fayntnes” a few 

months earlier. Tyng was asked to take half of what he was owed and forgive the other half, 

which God or the church officers “moved him to do”. £11 was still a great deal for the church to 

pay; Sill’s case must have been very moving to convince them to take on this loss for him. We 

see that Sill is immediately given a horse, cow, pigs, and another type of livestock, as well as a 

right of common grazing. If only Sparhawk’s account of what the church bought from Sill were 

clear. 
115 Goodman John White appears in the CTR only in reference to John Still buying his house lot; 

what Goodman Buckmaster owed him for is unclear. 
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[of the 3d mo] payd my brother towne his half years allowance – 

30s 

1 10 [torn] 

payd him for paynes taken more then ordinary in making cleane 

the meetinge howse in the time of its Repayringe - 12s 

0 12 [torn] 

payd for 9 times going to call the church together at 8d a time 6s 0 6 [torn] 

lent my brother willyam French the 8th of the 3d month - 5£ 5 0 [torn] 

lent my sister meane116 20s [faded out]  

to our elder frost the 20 of the 2d month – 30s [faded out]  

pd toward the h [torn] church [?] 3d [faded out]  

 

 

  

                                                        
116 Sister Meane leaves no record in the CTR. 
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 [12 – left page] 

 

 

[torn] 

and in paper [torn] 

1 2 6 

contributed [torn] Sabboth of the 7th month in money 22s 6d 

and papers – 4d     Soe 

1 2 10 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 7th month in money – 24s 6d ob 

and in papers – 16d   & mr Humphryes117 paper [] 5s 

1 10 10 ob 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 7th month in money 42s 9d 

and in papers – 10d 

2 3 7 

contributed the last Saboth of the 7th month in money 22s 8d 

and in papers – 13d   soe 

1 3 5 

contributed the first Saboth of the 8th month in money 23s 2d 

and in papers – 11d  Soe 

1 4 1 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 8th month in money 10s 5d  & in paps 

& 

0 10 5 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 8th month in money – 20s 8d  & in 

paps [] 

1 1 9 

contributed the last Saboth of the 8th month in money 15s 10d & paps 

13d 

0 16 11 

                                                        
117 Mr. Humphryes’ identity remains unknown. It is unlikely to have been John Humphryes, 

deputy governor of the colony, unless he was sermon-gadding from Boston to Cambridge.  
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contributed the 1 Saboth of the 9th month in money 29s & paps 10d 1 1 10 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 9th month in money 20s 6d & paps 

12d 

1 1 6 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 9th month in money 16s 10 d & paps 

11 d 

0 17 9 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 9th month in money 15 s 11 d & 

paps 10 d 

0 15 9 

contributed the 1 Sabbath of the 10th month in money 15 s 13 d & 

paps 8 d 

0 16 6 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 10th month in money 14 s coin & 

paps 

2 14 0 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 10th month in money 21 s 7 d coin & 

paps 7 d 

1 2 2 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 10th month in money 18 s 12 d & in 

paps 7 d 

0 18 6 

contributed the first Sabboth of the 11th month in money 17 s  & in 

paps  3 s 11 d 

0 18 9 

contributed the second Saboth of the 11th month in money 20 s 5 d & 

paps 4 d 

1 0 11 

contributed the 3d Sabboth of the 11th month in money 23 s 7 d ob & 

in paps 5 d 

1 0 9 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 11 month in money 22s 8 d ob & in 1 3 16 
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paps 5 d 

contributed the 1 Saboth of the 12th month in money 22 s 7 d & in 

paps 7 d 

1 3 11 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 12th month in money 19 s 8 d & paps 

[] 

1 3 28 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 12th month in money 19 s 10 d & 

paps 8 d d 

0 19 10 

my sister Sara Syms gave us for the poor the [] of the 12th month 1 0 0 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 12th month in money 23 s 6 d & in 

paps 3 d 

1 3 9 

contributed the 1 Saboth of the first month 1640 in money 24 s 8 d & 

in paps 3 d 

1 5 [?] 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the first month in money 26 s 3 d & in 

paps 7 d 

1 6 9 ½  

contributed the 3d Saboth of the first month in money 22 s 1 d & in 

paps 7 d 

1 2 8 ob 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the first month in money 24 s paps 10 d 1 4 10 

contributed the last Saboth of the first month in money 17 s 6 d & 

paps 2 d 

0 17 8 

contributed the first Saboth of the second month in money 18 s 7 d ob 

& paps 6 d 

0 19 10 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 2d month in money 21 s 1 d & papers 0 1 9 
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8 d 

contributed the 3d  Saboth of the 2d month in money 19 s 1 d & in 

papers 

0 18 6 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 2d month in money 20 s 10 papers 

5d 

1 0 6 

contributed the first Saboth of the 3d month in money 21 s 2d & paps 

[]d 

1 2 2 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 3d month in money 23 s 8 d & papers 

[]d 

1 4 7 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 3d month in money 24 s 10d & 

papers 8 d 

1 5 6 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 3d month in money 20 s 8 d & paps - 

11 

1 1 1 

contributed the 1 Saboth of the 4th month in money 17 s 7 d & paps - 

5 d 

1 3 5 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 4th month in money 16 s 2 d & paps 

16 d 

0 17 7 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 4th month in money 18 s 7 d ob & 

paps 10 d 

0 16 7 

contributed the 4th Saboth of the 4th month in money 19 s 3 d & paps 

8 d 

0 19 17 

contributed the 5th Sabboth of the 4th month in money 15 s 6 d & paps 1 0 0 
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3s 12 d 

contributed the 1 Sabboth of the 5th month in money 18 s 8 d & 

papers [] 

0 19 10 

contri[buted the 2d Saboth] of the 5th month in money 18 s 8 d & 

papers 16 d 

0 19 6 

contributed the 3d Sabobth of the 5th month in money 18 s 5 d & paps 

22 d 

1 0 3 

contributed the last Saboth of the 5th month in money 20 s 9 d & paps 

28 d 

1 2 5 

contributed the first Saboth of the 6th month in money 19 s 3 d & paps 

2s 2 d 

1 1 5 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 6th month in money 22s 4 d & paps 2s 

5 d 

1 4 9 ob 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 6th month in money 20s []d & papers 

21 d 

1 2 [12?] 

contributed the 4th Sabboth of the 6th month in money 19 s 7 d & in 

papers 3 s 3 d 

1 2 10 

contributed the first Saboth of the 7th month in money 18 s []d & in 

paps 5 s 3 d 

1 1 4 [?] 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 7th month in money 14 s 4 d paps 2 s 

7 d 

0 16 11 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 7th month in money 14 s 7 d ob & in 0 16 10 
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paps 2s 

contributed the 4th  Saboth of the 7th month in money 14 s & in paps 

3 s pd 

0 19 8 

contributed the first Saboth of the 8th month in money 14 s & in paps 

3 s 9 d 

0 17 9 

contributed the 2d Saboth of the 8th month in money []s 2 d & paps 3 s 

11 d 

0 18 8 

contributed the 3d Saboth of the 8th month in money 1[]s & paps 3 s 

6d 

1 3 6 

contributed the 4th  Sabboth of the 8th month in money []s 7 ob & paps 

4 s 6 d 

1 0 16 

contributed the 1 day of the Sabbath 9th month in money 12 s 8 d 

paps 4 s []d 

0 16 9 

the 2d Saboth in money 15 s 10 & in papers 2 s 7 d 0 18 9 

the 3d Sabboth in the 9th month in money 14 s 6 d & paps 3 s 7 d 0 18 1 

the 4th  Sabboth in the 9th month in money 13 s 5 d & in papers 2 s 18 d 0 16 3 

the 5th sabboth in the 9th month in money 11 s 9 d & in papers 5 s – 9 d 0 17 2 

[torn] [Sister] Sims gave for the last year of these - 20s 1 0 0 

 

The former sides of the rayts and this side is layd 

out as appeare in ye foregoing side of layings out and on 

that other side followeth all but 6£ 5s 2d wch is chargd 

to [torn] to the wch papers Receyvd  as g[torn] the papers [] for 
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[] [crossed out] right all Recevyd at 20s 

[crossed out] [torn] [crossed out] 

thes[e] [] [torn] beefe []  

[torn – crossed out] 

[torn] [] the []   

[crossed out]  

5 [torn] [] Mr Shepard made Recevyed  

the [papers] Remaynings in in the which they come in 
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[13 - right page] 

layd for our passage to about whe[torn] mr Eaton 

at his goinge away118 – 2s 

 

0 

 

2 

 

0 

payd my brother Isaack119 for 2 bushells of corne our elder frost 

her[e]to 

0 12 0 

there was bo[u]ght in corne my brother Isaack sold out for ye 

churches use 

it becam[e] short 2 bushells wch then was - 6s a bushell 

0 12 [torn] 

Sent our Sister patten the 28 of the 7th month 1640 [11 h?] of ye 

12£  kersy 

0 5 [torn] 

our Elder champney layd out for bailage & helpe for [?] 

a place for plantation (by ye desire of the church) at kenetecut120 

2 7 [torn] 

& bogt a goat cost 36s wch was lent our brother hall one year 

And 

after that was given our brother willyam french 

1 16 [torn] 

for our elder frost 2 bushells of Indian corne - 10s 0 [torn] [torn] 

payd for a Jack line121 for the bell rope - 14d 0 [torn] [torn] 

                                                        
118 Nathaniel Eaton has by this time lost his position at Harvard and is heading for his brief 

sojourn in what is now New Hampshire. The tear in the mss makes it impossible to tell what the 

church paid for on his behalf, but if it was a gesture of generosity from Thomas Shepard, it might 

have been one of the actions he later came to regret. 
119 This is likely Joseph Isaac [Isacke], who was chosen as a townsman in October 1638. The 

following year he was chosen to be part of a committee that oversaw “the severall grauntes & 

Allienations of lands according to order”; he served several terms as a surveyor and received two 

small land grants (CTR, pp. 34, 37, 38, 42, 45). Brother Isaac here takes his turn helping to 

support Elder Frost, but is clearly not wealthy enough to make an outright gift of the corn. 
120 See Introduction. 
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lent our brother John French the 15 of the 5th month  - 3£ 3 0 [torn] 

to elder frost to pay his mason for making his chimney 1 0 [torn] 

to elder frost 2 bushells of corn  - 10s 0 10 [torn] 

payd my brother cane for his attendance of our pastor 

in his Jorney to Keneticute122 - 35s 

1 1 

[torn] 

[torn] 

to our Sister Albone 1 p[ec]k of malt 18s 0 1 [torn] 

for the sacrament about ye 25 of the 6th month 1 gallon ½ wine 

bread 12d 

0 7 [torn] 

pd my brother Russell123 for ye 19 of ye [hauling] of the hay for yt 

to us given to weed our officers mayday corne by mr hoghland124 

0 2 [torn] 

for 1 chest elder frost use, 16£ ½ at 4d 6s 2d 

more to him for 1 bushell of  meale – 5s 4d 

0 11 [torn] 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
121 A jack line is a small rope; I am indebted to Ashley Cataldo, AAS, for her deciphering of 

these words. 
122 Christopher Cane is accompanying Thomas Shepard on his trip to evaluate potential new 

settlements in Connecticut. Paige does not mention that Shepard went so far as to make this 

journey, and there is no mention in this record of what passed there or why the church chose not 

to remove. If only we had the missing records for Shepard’s church. 
123 While there were a few men named Russell in Cambridge at this time, this seems mostly 

likely to be John or William Russell. Only William and John appear in the time frame of the 

Sparhawk records, and each was a modest inhabitant. William appears several times being 

granted small liberties, such as to fell timber, but John appears many times in the CTR 

performing duties for the town, which leads me to believe he might be the Russell mentioned 

here as performing a service to the church. Interestingly, in early 1640 in an undated record John 

Russell is “desyred & appointed” to fulfill an order of the General Court in Boston from 

September 1639 to “[restore] all lost goods unto there Right owne[rs], that one should be 

appointed in euery town vnto who[se] howse they shall constantly Repaire for all such goods.” 

Russell was paid “one penie in the shilling for all such goodes to be paide by the owners before 

he store them” for this service.  
124 “Hoghland” is my best attempt at deciphering this name. I find no record of this name in the 

CTR, Sharples, or Paige. 
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payd nathaniel howker125 for his paynes [crossed out] 

[crossed out] when sent wth mes[sages] unto us 

0 10 [torn] 

with mr Jones126 bark for his permision – 3s and frayht in [?] of 5s 0 8 [torn] 

payd for carriage for elder frost for fechinge 1 load of hay to [?] 0 8 [torn] 

payd for feching a load of wood for Sister Albone – 2s 6d 0 2 [torn] 

lent my sister manninge to b[u]y corne  - 12s 0 [faded] [torn] 

At (or about) [?] michillmas 1640 yelded elder frost for 

a quarters allowance wch we thouht meet to yeld him every  

quarter so long as the church vote & as ye church co[u]ld [?] 

and of yt his need Required it127 

 

5 

 

0 

 

0 

Payd my brother town for calling the church together 3 times 0 2 0 

payd my brother towne the 15 of the 8th month for his halfs 

years wage in looking to the meeting howse - 30s 

1 10 [?] 

for wine & bread for ye Sacrament  about the begining of the 9th  

month 1640 

0 8 3 

sent ten portions to brethren sisters & poor neybors 75£ of 0 14 0 

                                                        
125 This is my best deciphering of the last name; I find no record of it in Sharples, Paige, or the 

CTR, but that makes sense since he was a messenger from some other town who is here being 

paid by the church for delivering his messages. 
126 A small land grant to William Jones is recorded in April 1635; records for Philip Jones come 

long after our period. It does not seem likely that William Jones as he appears in the CTR would 

be called “Mr.”, or to own a bark. 
127 Filling in the crucial missing words at the end of line three would go a long way to helping us 

understand whether supporting Elder Frost was becoming a financial burden to the church. The 

church is clearly willing to support Frost for as long as it can, but given the economic depression 

the colony was suffering at the time, it must have been more difficult to do so; that the church 

voted to continue until it was no longer able to support Frost is a corroboration of earlier 

testimony to his godliness and value as a spiritual advisor. 
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venison beefe [?] 

given our sister maninge October 1640 1 bushell Ry – 5s & 

che[e]se of 13£ - 5s 

0 10 0 [?] 

for 20 pomkins for our Sister maninge - 4s 0 4 [torn] 

for 2 [?] of [?] sent my brother french & Sister maning both 0 2 [torn] 

payd for the hearding the churches cow when wee lent it to use 

by 

brother french and brother towne – 2s 6d 

0 2 6 

we gave goodman buxmaster in a nesesity [torn] Salem of 5  

bushells of corn at  - 3- 6d p[r] bushell 

0 17 6 

payd for [cows] wch John French had by giving a bullock - 18d 0 1  [?] 

payd old [bentten] for shewing us shaw shin & ym pts 128- 5s 0 5 [torn] 

more payd goodman [b] for measuring of land [?] 

is the churches [y?] and our lottes [?] of it 60 acres  - 10s 

0 10 [torn] 

payd our elder frost at ye end of march 1641 foreg[oin]g 5 0 [torn] 

lent goodman patten 1 10 [torn] 

 

 

hithertoo payd back of the two first years Appe[?]sings for the church 

                                                        
128 I have not found any record of “Old Bentten”, but he is a key person in that he took 

representatives of the church to see the Shawshine parcel. The colony was given a month to 

consider the land in October 1640; we know from the previous entries that Sparhawk made this 

entry in November 1640, and so this might be the first recorded visit of Cambridge church and/or 

town representatives to see the land being offered to them. The examination noted here, and in 

the next entry where a man was paid to measure the land for house lots, show that the church was 

satisfied with the grant. The colony formally gave them the land on June 2, 1641. 
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see the moneyes ^& papers Receyved of contribution of the former year 

and lease and [torn] yeare and lease doth fall out to 

[?] the [torn] [?] library [?] to the next lease 

[torn] [crossed out] [torn] 

what was payd in of any moneyes or [?] that was lent it is 

made Receyved among the contributions of the year yt it was pd 

 

 

 

In the name of god Amen 
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[14 - left page] 

The Receyts of [torn] have Receyvd since the [first] 

Sabboth with [?] [torn] 1640 – wch began the N[?] of the 3d yeare 

The first sabboth in the 10th month in money – 7 s – 9d & paps – 4s 4d 0 12 1 

The second sabboth in the 10th month in money – 12 s – 5 d & papers 

5 s 

0 12 5 

The 3d sabboth in the 10th month in money – 9 s – 8 d ob & papers – 6 s 

– 4 d 

0 16 0 ½ 

The 4th sabboth in the 10th month  in money – 14 s – 5 d ob & paps – 3 s 

– 9 d 

0 18 1 ½  

The first saboth in the 11th  month 1640 in mony – 16 s – 3 d and 

papers – 3 s 8 d 

0 19 8 

[T]he second sabboth of the 11th month 1640 in money – 10 s 19 d & 

in paps 4 s 11d 

0 15 10 

The 3d sabboth of the 11th month in money – 12 s 2 d & in papers – 3 s 

5 d 

0 15 7 

The 4th saboth of the 11 month in money – 11 s ob & paps – 5 s 64 d 0 16 15 

The last saboth of ye 11th month in money – 11 s – 5 d & pap – 3 s 2 d  0 14 7 

The first saboth of the 12th month in money – 9 s 11 d & pd papers – 5 

s 6 d 

0 15 5 

[The] second saboth in the 12th month in money – 8 s 2 d ob & paps – 3 

s 2 d 

0 11 4 ½  
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The 3d saboth of the 12th month in money – 12 s 4 d & paps – 4s 0 16 4 

the 4th saboth of the 12th month in money – 9 s & paps – 7s – 3d 0 16 3 

the first saboth of the first month in money – 12 s ob & papers – 3s 10 

d 

0 15 10 ½   

the 2d sabboth of the first month in money – 11s 7 d and in papers – 

4s – 7 

0 15 2 

the 3d saboth of the first month in money – 12s 3 d & in papers – 4s 9 

d 

0 17 0 

the 4th saboth of the first month in money – 9 s 10 d & in papers – 3s 4 

d 

0 13 2 

the first saboth of the 2d month in money – 13s – 6 d  & in paps – 4s 8 d 0 18 2 

the second saboth of the 2d month in money – 9s – 5 d and papers – 4s 

9 d  

0 14 2 

the 3d saboth of the 2d month in money – 10s 1 d & in papers – 4s 2 d 0 14 3 

the 4th saboth in the 2d month in money – 6s 11 d & papers – 7s 8 d 0 14 7 

the first saboth of the 3d month in money – 8s 10 d ob & on papers – 6s 0 14 10 

the 2d sabboth of the 3d month in money 10s – 11 d & in papers – 6 s 

10 d 

0 17 0 

the 3d saboth of the 3d month in money 10 s 4 d ½ & in papers – 5 s 10 

d 

0 16 27 

the 4th saboth of the 3d month in money  - 7 s 9d d & in papers – 5 s 1 d 0 12 10 

the last saboth of ye 3d month in money  13 s – 9 ½ d d and in papers – 0 19 4 ½  
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5 s [9?] d 

the first saboth of ye 4th month in money 10 s 5 d and in papers 6 s 3 d 0 16 8 ½  

the 2d sabboth of the 4th month in money – 14 s 10 d & in papers 3 s – 

4 d 

i 0 25 

the 3d saboth of the 4th month 1641 in money – 8 s – 8 d & in papers 6 

s 5 d 

0 15 i 

the 4th saboth of the 4th month 1641 in money – 8 s – 5 d & in paps – 5 

s 4 d 

0 13 9 

the first saboth of the 5th month in money – 8 s 10 d & paps 6 s 3 d & 1 

paper 

for 1 pk of corne –  9 d 

0 15 10 

the second saboth of the 5th month in money – 8 s 10 d & paps 6 s 8 d 1 

pk 9 d 

0 16 3 

the 3d sabboth of the 5th month in money – 18 s 2 d & paps – 5s – 8d & 

1 pk – 9 d 

0 17 5 

the 4th sabboth of the 5th month in money – 9 s – 6 d and paps – 4 s 11 d 

& 1 pk 9 d 

0 15 1 

the first saboth of the 6th month in money 8 s – 9d & paps 4s 9d & 1 pk 

9 d 

0 14 3 

the 2d saboth of the 6th month in money 7 s – 4 d & paps – 4s – 4 d & 1 

pk 9 d 

0 12 5 

the 3d sabboth of the 6th month in money – [?] 11d & paps – 4 s 9d & 1 0 13 5 
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pk 9 d 

the 4th sabboth of the 6th  month in money – 7 s and paps – 5 s and 1 pk 

corne 9 d 

0 12 9 

the last saboth of the 6th month in money 8 s – 2 d & paps – 8 s – 3 d 

and 1 pk corne 9 d 

0 13 1 

the first saboth of the 7th month in money – 7 s 6 d and paps – 4 s 7d & 

1 pk 9 d 

0 12 10 

the 2d saboth of the7th month in money [?]s 6d and paps  - 9 s 10 d & 1 

pk – 9 d 

0 12 1 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 7th month in money 4 s - 7 d and papers – 5 s 5 d 

& 1 pk corn 

0 10 9 

the [?] saboth of the 7th month in money – 20 s & paps 9 s – 6 d & 1 pk 

corne 

1 5 3 

the first saboth of the 8th month in money – 14 s 6 d in papers 4 s & 1 

pk 9 d 

0 19 3 

the second saboth of the 8th month in money – 7 s – 2 d & papers 6 s 

10 d & 1 pk 

0 11 9 

the 3d saboth in being late was none staying to contribution 0 0 0 

the 4th saboth of the 8th month in money 7 s 7 d & in paps 4 s 9 d & 2 pks 0 13 10 ½  

the 5th saboth of the 8th month in money – 4 s 8 d & in papers 3 s & 1 

pk 9 d 

0 8 5 

the first saboth of the 9th month [torn] 8 s 5d 1 pk 9 d 0 9 0 
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the second [torn] & in papers [torn] & 1 pk 9 d 0 15 10 

the 3d saboth of the 9th month in mny – 4 s 8 d ob & paps 3 s & in [?] 9 d 0 8 5 [?] 

the 4th sabaoth of the 9th month in money – 5 s and papers – 3 s 5 d & 1 

pk 9 d  

0 10 10 

the first saboth of the 10th month in money 4 s 6 d & papers 2 s 6 d & 1 

pk 9 d 

0 7 9 

[?] [double crossed-out]    

The money of contribution of the 2 former leafes & [part?] 

did exceed the layings out of those 2 years 6£ - 5 s – 2 d  

 

6 

 

5 

 

2 

 

 [?] 44 – 12 – 1   38-7-0 
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Layd out of this month as followeth 

[crossed out] 

 

 Imprimis to our brother Russell for glasse windows for elder 

frost129 

0 6 6 

Item lent my brother Stone the 4th of the 12 ½ month  - 40s 3 0 0 

Item the last of the 11 month for 7 qts of wine at 4d qt 8s 2d & bread – 

12d 

0 9 2 

Layd out for Refreshing some brethren when went to boston about 2 

mi farther for ye ^wood130 

0 1 0 

Item ye 28 of the first month 1641 for ye Sacrament 6 qts & ½ pt wine 

& bread 

0 8 0 

Item payd for the churches cow wintering to stone 25s 1 5 0 

& payd for p[ar]t of the first calfs wintring wch dyed131 0 5 0 

Payd my brother towne for 5 times calling the church together 0 3 6 

Payd my brother towne for clearinge the loads of the snow divers 0 2 6 

                                                        
129 This was an expensive gift, and confirms my theory that John Russell, a man of some 

standing in town, is the Russell in question, and not William. 
130 Men from Cambridge were going two miles outside of Boston for firewood in January; why 

were they going so far? Usually the wood lots of Menotomy supplied Cambridge’s needs. It must 

have been a hard winter in early 1641, a conjecture confirmed by the third-next entry. 
131 Knowing how many people in the church relied on cattle for milk and meat, this loss of a calf 

would have been a serious blow. The hard winter may have been the culprit here. 
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times132 

Payd my brother town the 28 of the 3d month his halfe years wages 1 10 [torn] 

the 7 of the 5th month 7 quarts of wine for ye Sacrament - 7s bread 8s 

pd for 

sending a [messenger?] for the bread - 6d 

 

0 

 

8 

 

[torn] 

our elder frost quarterly  due in July payd wch was 5 0 0 

lent our brother banbirk the second of the 6th month133     2 0 0 

given our sister francis more134 (to Suply ym in their need) - 5s 0 5 0 

given our sister grissell135 in a hard time  - 5s 0 5 0 

lent our brother john French the 26 of the 6th month 1641 (to pay 

Elder champny)136  

2 0 [?] 

for 7 quarts ½ pint wine for ye Sacrament ye 19 of ye 8th month 7s 2d 

and for bread - 8d 

10 8 [torn] 

^given taken out 5£ when lent elder champney to pay p[ar]t of his 

de[b]t to 11  5 

5 0 [torn] 

                                                        
132 More evidence that the winter of 1641 was a hard one: the snow has required shoveling at 

least five times—the same number of times the church was called to meet. The language here 

makes it sound like these were not five Sabbath days when people might be called by the drums 

to go to services. “Calling the church together” sounds more like special church meetings, but 

Sparhawk does not give us any evidence to go on. 
133 I have not found a Brother Banbirk in CTR, Sharples, or Paige. 
134 Here the wife of Francis More, who appeared earlier in these records, seems to have applied 

instead of her husband for money in an unspecified time of need. 
135 Mary Griswald [Griswold, Greshold, Grizzell], wife of Francis Griswald, the drummer for the 

town militia. Mary and Francis settled in Cambridge in 1637. Francis did not become a freeman 

until May 1645, which means his wife became a member of the church before him—not unusual 

in Puritan New England. That is why this record is in her name. Like the Mores, the Griswalds 

were struggling with unnamed problems, perhaps stemming from the economic depression.  
136 See the Introduction for thoughts on these entries regarding Elder Champney.  
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sent our brother banbirk not being well 1 half of mutton 10d 0 0 [torn] 

sent our sister maning 1 leg of mutton - 13d 0 1 1[?] 

sent our sister banbirk being sick a brest of mutton 0 0 [torn] 

sent our sister albone the 27 of the 9 month 1641 7lb of venison 0 1 [torn] 

given our sister manning the 30 of the 9th month 7£ venison137 0 1 1[?] 

payd brother Eckells138 for herding the churches cowe wch we 

lent sister maninge & brother John french - 5s 

 

7 

 

0 

 

5 

payd for wintringe a cow we let elder frost (yt o[u]r pastor had)139 0 5 [?] 

payd my brother town for his half years alowance 1 10 [torn] 

payd my brother town for 6 times going to call the church 05 4 [torn] 

payd our elder frost for his quarter due at michelmas - 5£ 5 0 12 

given our sister manninge to b[u]y corn when first shee [?] 0 2 6 

payd my brother howchin140 what he was out for ye shallops yr  

(more then the [] wold payd in full michelmas 1642) [?] pd him 

 

1 

 

10 

 

0 

[?] yeare payd [?] then the Recyts of money  35 13s 8 wch is yt    

                                                        
137 This entry, and the four preceding it, seem unremarkable on their face, but the steady and 

attentive care shown by the church for these poor members during a time of financial hardship 

shows how church members strove to live their faith. It is November, a time when sheep are 

being slaughtered, and very good cuts of meat go to poor women and a poor couple. 
138 This is likely Richard Eccles, who arrived in Cambridge as a servant of Richard Jackson but 

became a freeman in 1642 and established his financial independence, buying a home in 1646. 

He received 70 acres in the Shawshine division, and did cow-herding for the town. Here he is 

herding the cows lent to Sister Manning and John French in their continuing financial 

difficulties. 
139 Another rare mention of Thomas Shepard; here he gives one of his cows to Elder Frost. The 

gift is not direct; it passes through the deacons’ hands like all other gifts. 
140 “Howchin” is my best interpretation of the name. It is likely incorrect, as I find no record of 

this person. 
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following 

the papers [?] at a [?] for beings to years in [?] pt 

 

here is gone out short of ye papers & mony as they 

due of this 3d year of all the 3 years paps & mony –  13   13   [torn] 

to be of [] in after layings out or paps  ^papers to get in) 

13-13-8 

 

[side note: whosoe pd us  

there papers in  

[] when ym in  

[] us is  

acompt for]  30-18 

 

what was pd in of ouht lent is made Receyvd among 

the contributions of yt year in wch it was payd in  
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[torn] [] 

what hath  [torn] [] both dayes from the second 

of the 10th m[onth] [torn] wynter 1641 it beinge the begining of our 9th year 

the 2d saboth of the 10th month being ye 12th day – paps 4s 2d & 1 pk 

corne 9d 

0 9 0 

the 3d saboth of the 10th month in money – 6s ob & in paps – 3s – 5d & 1 

pk 9d 

0 10 4 ½ 

the 4th Saboth of the 10th month  in money – 5s – 1d ½  & in paps – 5s – 

9d & 1 pk 9d 

0 10 2 ½  

the first Saboth of the 11th  month in mony – 4s – 11d & paps – 2s 7d 0 7 6 

the 2d saboth of the 11th month in money – 7s 6d & paps 3s 9d & 1 pk 9d 0 9 0 

the 3d saboth of the 11th month in money – 5 s -& paps – 3 s 2 d 0 8 2 

the 4th saboth of the 11 month in money – 4 s & paps – 4 s 1 d 0 8 1 

the 5th sabboth of the 11th month in money – 5 s 3 d ob & paps – 3s – 4 d 

1 pk 9 d 

0 9 4 ½  

the first saboth of the 12th month in money – 5 s 9 d & paps– 4 s 2 d 0 9 11 

the second saboth of the 12th month in money – 4 s 4 d & paps – 3 s 2 d 0 7 6  

the 3d saboth of the 12th month in money – 4 s 2 d & paps – 4 s 4 d  0 8 6 

the 4th saboth of the 12th month in money – 4 s 4d & paps – 3 s – 6d 0 7 10 

the first sabboth of the first month money – 6 s ob & papers – 3 s 8 d 0 9 8 ½   

the 2d saboth of the first month in money – 4 s 10 d & paps  2 s 10 d 0 7 8  
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the 3d sabboth of the first month in money – 9 s  & paps – 3 s 8 d 0 8 8 

the 4th saboth of the first month in money – 5 s 6 d ob & paps – 3 s 9 d 0 9 3 ½  

the first sabboth of the second month in money – 6 s – [?]d & paps – 4 s 

2 d 

0 10 9 ½  

the second saboth of the second month in money – 5 s – 2 d & paps – 4 s  0 9 2 ½  

the 3d saboth of the second month in money – 4 s 6 d ob & paps – 4 s 9 d 0 9 3 ½  

my brother trumbell alowed – 3 s 0 3 0 

the 4th sabboth of  the second month in money – 4 s 9 d & paps 4 s – 6 d 0 9 3 

the 5th saboth of the second month in money 3 s – 8 d & papers 3 s 5 d 0 7 2 

the first saboth of the 3d month in money – 4 s 9 d  & papers – 3 s 11 d 0 8 8 

the second saboth of the 3d month in money 2 s 11 d & papers – 3s 3 d 0 6 2 

the 3d saboth of the 3d month in money 4 s 10 d ½ & paps – 3 s 9 d 0 8 7 ½  

the 4th saboth of the 3d month in money  - 4 s 1 d & paps – 2 s 11 d 0 7 0 

the first saboth of the 4th month in money 6 s 10 d in paps 4 s 6 d 1 pk 0 12 1 

Receyved of my brother Stone in pt of the 40 s lent in the  

[] leafe fouregoinge –  20 s  

0 0 0 

the second sabboth of the 4th month in money – 3 s ob & paps 4 s  0 7 [?] 

the 3d sabboth of the 4th month in money  2 s 6 d & paps 3 s 0 5 6 

the 4th saboth of the 4th month in money – 3 s – 8 d ½  &  papers – 4 s 6 

d 

0 8 2 ½  

the first saboth of the 5th month in money – 3 s 11 d & papers 2 s 6 d  0 6 5 

the second saboth of the 5th month in money – 2 s 16 d & paps 2 s 8 d  0 5 6 
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the 3d sabboth of the 5th month in money – 3 s 10 d ½  & paps 3 s 8 d  0 7 6 

the 4th sabboth of the 5th month in mony – 4 s 4 d  ob & paps – 3 s 1 d  0 7 5 ½  

the 5th of saboth of the 5th month in money – 3 s – 9 d & papers – 3 s 6 d 0 7 3 

the first sabboth of the 6th month in money – 5 s 2 d & papers - 2 s 10 d 0 8 0 

the 2d sabboth of the 6th month in money 7 s 10 d  & paps – 2 s 10 d 0 10 8 

the 3d sabboth of the 6th month in money – 5 s 11 d & paps – 3 s 2 d  0 9 16 

the 4th sabboth of the 6th  month in mony – 7 s 1 d & paps – 3 s 10 d  0 10 11 

the first sabboth of the 7th month in mony – 6 s 1 d & paps – 4 s 2 d  0 10 3 

[?] at right 

& pd 2 d Saboth 

the 3d saboth of the 7th month in money – 8 s  7 d & paps – 3 s 10 d 0 12 5 

the 4th  sabboth of the 7th month in money 6 s 3 d & paps – 2 s 4 d 0 8 7 

the first saboth of the 8th month in money – 16 s  6 d ½  & paps – 3 s 5 d 0 19 11 ½  

the 2d saboth of the 8th month in money  3 s – 4 d & paps 3 s 4 d  0 10 8 

the 3d sabboth of the 8th month in money 6 s 8 d & paps – 3 s 4 d 0 10 0 

the 4th saboth of the 8th month in money – 3 s - 8 d ½  & paps – 5s 1 d  0 8 9 ½   

the 5th saboth of the 8th month in mony – 6 s 4 d & paps 2 s 5 d  0 9 1 ½  

the first saboth of the 9th month in mony – 5 s 2 d ½ & papers 18 d 0 6 8 ½  

the second saboth of the 9th month in money 7 s 8 d & paps – 4 s 8 d  0 [?] 4 ½  

the 3d saboth of the 9th month in mony – 5 s 10d d & papers – 2 s 10 d 0 8 8 

the 4th saboth of the 9th month in mony – 4 s 10 d & paps – 4 s 5 d  0 10 3 

ye first sabboth of the 10th month in money – 5 s 8 d ½  & papers –3s 9 0 8 11 
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d  

the second saboth of the 10th month in mony – 3 s 6 d & papers – 5s – 

4 d  

0 8 10 

Receyved of my brother more 40s wch was lent him as 

appeareth in the 2d leafe foregoinge 

 

2 

 

0 

 

0 

Receyved for ye cens lent goodman bugmaster wch was 

lent him as appeareth in the 2d leafe foregoing – 33 s – 3 d 

 

2 

 

11 

 

9 

 

29 – 3 – 2  
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3 what h[ath] [?] layd out [?] [torn] our officers 

from that wch was 18 at 1 bushell [torn]       

 5 

___ 

Imprimis for somethinge toward clothing our Sister 

mannings dawhter when she was put to servise as foloweth 

3ds ½ linsewolsey for a coat & apron141 – 5s 2d 1 pe host 20d 

 

0 

 

6 

 

8 

1 pr shoes 3s 6d =  3 yds ½ of [raiment] for 2 shifts – 5s - 3d 0 8 9 

Item for halfe a bushell of wheat given our sister maning 0 2 0 

Item for 15 pints of wine for the Sacrament of my 

brother chesholm142 wch cost 4s 8d a gallon – 8s 9d 

 

0 

 

8 

 

9 

Item wine the 8th of the second month for the Sacrament 

of my brother Chesholm143 14 pints at 7d a pint – 8s 2d 

for bread – 8d 

 

0 

 

8 

 

2 

pd my brother towne his half year allowance for the metinge howse 1 10 0 

                                                        
141 Here the Mannings’ poverty continues, in that they are unable to provide clothes for their 

daughter when she goes out to work in another house. The church steps in to provide the cloth 

for a coat and apron. It was a good investment, one that might lessen the amount of charity Sister 

Manning needed in the future, as her daughter’s service might be paid in food that she could 

share with them. 
142 Why Brother Chesholme is paying for this installment of the sacramental wine is unclear. He 

is the only church member recorded as paying for supplies for communion in Sparhawk’s 

records. It may have been a personal gesture of charity and piety.  
143 It’s jarring to read another payment for sacramental wine so soon after the first, and to see 

Chesholme again paying for it. The records of moneys collected on the page facing these entries 

begins in April 1641; that date corresponds to this second entry. When was the first entry where 

Chesholme pays for the wine made? A third entry comes just two lines down, but at that point he 

has skipped to September, so that makes sense.  
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Item for the Sacrament about the 6th of the 9th month for 15 pints of  

wine at 7£ 8s 9d & bread 8d (for sending a messenger for ye bread to 

Roxberi – 3d 

 

0 

 

9 

 

8 

Payd for the wintringe the churches cow – 25s 1 5 0 

Payd our elder frost for c[h]ristide due yt fell with in this year to 

pay and each quarter due & midsomer quarter due all them pd 

 

15 

 

0 

 

0 

Payd our brother chesholm for wine [?] send our pastor with for 

his Jorney to kenetecut144 – 2s 4d 

 

0 

 

2 

 

[torn] 

the last of ye 6th month  Sacrament for wch had 14 pints of wine 8s 

bread 8d 

0 8 [torn] 

Item pd for 1 pr shoes 3s for our sister manings dawhter at placing 

out145 

 3 [torn] 

lent my brother stone – 5s 0 5 [torn] 

for 14 pints of wine for the Sacrament ye 2d Saboth in ye 9th month 

for wine 8d 

 

0 

 

8 

 

2 

pd my brother town [the] begining of dicember his half years 

alowance 

1 10 8 

pd my brother town for 3 times calling ye church together 0 2 0 

                                                        
144 Another entry where Chesholme pays for wine, but in a very different context—another 

Shepard visit to Connecticut. This was likely a family visit only, as the decision not to remove 

had already been made, and Shepard had likely communicated this to his father-in-law. We note 

that no representative of the church travels with Shepard, so it seems this was a strictly personal 

visit provided for by a loving parishioner. 
145 Now it is shoes that must be provided to the Manning’s daughter. The cloth to make her 

clothes with was given in April; now it is August, and she is ready to begin service. As summer 

draws to a close, her winter need for shoes is anticipated. 
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yelded our brother or sister manninge to [] 3 0 0 

yelded by the townsmen desire146 to goodman clements147 when 

his haye was burnt 10 bushells of corne at 3s 6d 

 

1 

 

15 

 

0 

the layings out of the former year equaled the money 

Receyvd in that year (without the papers)148 5-16-1 

 

5 

 

16 

 

1 

for Rest owinge from ye papers ^for debts to come in 

of following contribution -13-18-4d less 5s 

that was written while the mony only was Recordd for 

[] corne since pd in corne agayn & put toward use 

   

  

 27 – 11 - 8 

 

  

                                                        
146 This mention of the town is unusual; the townsmen seem to have appealed to the church to 

give money to a non-member, but we cannot tell why.  
147 There are two William Clemances in the CTR, father and son. Clemance Sr. is in our time 

range, being granted the right to fell timber and receiving a very small 30 acres in the Shawshine 

division. Losing his hay to a fire would have been a disaster for so poor a man; luckily, the 

church steps in once again to give him a generous ten bushels of corn, to eat or to trade. 
148 This interesting note says that the church gave away or spent (“layd out”) exactly as much 

hard cash as it received in Sabbath-day offerings. This could be evidence of very careful 

budgeting by the deacons, or of their intention to fulfill the role of contributions by choosing to 

use them up in the service of the church and its members. I believe it could also be evidence of 

continuing economic hardship in the town, since Sparhawk does not make this statement in 

earlier years. Note that people’s IOUs (“papers”) are not included here—the church did not 

borrow against them. Sparhawk notes below that nearly £14 was promised in papers, but “the 

mony only was Recordd”, and payments made in corn were not recorded, as they were given 

back to needy members (“pd in corne agayn & put toward use”). 
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what hath be[en] [torn] []ginge [torn] the 2d of the 10th m[on]th 1642 

it being in the [torn] [] of our 4th yeare of our coming in office 

The 3d saboth of the 10th month in papers – 5s – 9 d & money – 3 s 11d 

½  

0 9 8 

the 4th saboth of the 10th month in papers 5 s – 4 d ob mony – 3 s – 10 d 0 7 2 

the first Saboth of the 11th  month – paps – 6 s 8 d & money – 2 s 1 d 0 8 9 

the second sabboth of the 11th month in paps – 5 s 5 d & mony – 4 s – 1 

d 

0 9 10 

the third saboth of the 11th month in papers – 5 s 1 d & mony 2 s 11 d 0 8 0 

the 4th saboth of the 11 month in papers 5 s 6 d & mony 2 s 6 d 0 8 0 

my brother Trumbell149 allowed – 18 d  0 1 6 

the fifth saboth of the 11th month in paps 5 s 6 d & mony 2 s 11 d ½  0 8 5 ½  

the first saboth of the 12th month in paps– 5 s 3 d money 2 s 7 d ½  0 7 10 ½  

the 2d saboth of the 12th month in paps – 5 s 3 d & money – 5 s – 6 d 0 10 9 

the 3d sabboth of the 12th month – paps – 5 s & money 3 s 5 d 0 8 5 

the 4th saboth of the 12th month – paps – 4 s – 4d & money – 3 s 1 d ½  0 7 5 

the first saboth of the first month in paps  3 s [blotted out] & money – 

2 s 10 d 

0 5 10 

the 2d sabboth of the first month in paps  5 s 3 d & money – 2 s 11 d 0 8 2 

the 3d saboth of the first month – papers 5 s & money – 5 s 1 d ½  0 10 1 ½  

                                                        
149 This is likely John Trumble [Thrumble]. It’s not clear why a seeming expenditure—and 

allowance to Trumble—is listed here in the collections ledger.  
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the 4th saboth of the first month – paps – 4 s 7 d & mony 2 s 10 d 0 7 5 

the first saboth of the second month – paps 4 s 5 d & mony 4 s 6 d ½  0 8 11 ½  

the second saboth of the second month in paps – 3 s 8 d & money – 4 s  0 7 8 

the 3d sabboth of the second month – paps – 5 s 11 d & mony – 2 s 10 d 

½  

0 8 9 ½  

the 4th saboth of  the second month – paps – 4 s – 9 d & mony – 5 s 0 9 9 

the first saboth of the 3d month – paps – 4 s 2 d & mony – 4 s 1 d ½  0 8 3 ½  

the 2d saboth of the 3d month – paps 3 s – 7 d & money – 7 s 1 d 0 10 8 

the 3d sabboth of the 3d month – paps 4 s 7 d & money 8 s 4 d ½  0 12 11 ½  

the saboth of the 3d month in paps – 4 s 6 d & money 2 s 9 d ½  0 7 3 ½  

the last saboth of the 3d month in paps 5 s 1 d &  money 11 s 4 d ½  0 16 5 ½  

the first saboth of the 4th month in paps – 4 s & money 3 s 2 d 0 7 2 

the 2d sabboth of the 4th month in paps – 4 s – 3 d & money – 4 s 4 d ½  0 8 7 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 4th month – paps – 3 s 8 d & money – 4 s 11 d 0 [?] 7 

3s 10d the 4th saboth of the 4th month in paps 3 s 10 d & money – 5 s – 5 d 0 9 3 

the first saboth of the 5th month in papers 4 s 11 d  & money – 3 s – 3 d 0 8 2 

the second saboth of the 5th month in paps – 4 s – 3 d & money – 5 s – 4 

d 

0 9 7 

the 3d sabboth of the 5th month in paps – 5 s  & money – 4 s 0 9 0 

the 4th sabboth of the 5th month – paps – 3 s 4 d & mo[n]ey – 4 s 2 d 0 7 11 

the 5th of sabboth of the 5th month in paps 4 s 5 d & money – 3 s – 8 d 0 7 9 

the churches corne disposed of to elder frost as on    
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the other side wch he had [] allowed to him as pd 0 0 0 

the first sabboth of the 6th month in paps - 5 s 8d & money – 6 s – 4 d 0 12 0 

the 2d sabboth of the 6th – papers 3 s – 5 d & money – 6 s 2 d 0 9 [7 ½ 

?] 

the 3d sabboth of the 6th month in paps – 4 s – 10 d & money – 3 s 1 d 0 7 11 

the 4th saboth of the 6th  month in papers  4 s – 6 d  & money – 7 s – 8 ½  0 12 2 ½  

the first saboth of the 7th month in paps  3 s 6 d & money – 4 s 6 d  0 8 0 

the 2d saboth of the 7th month – papers – 7 s 9 d & money – 3 s 9 d 0 11 1 

the 3d of the 7th month – papers – 3 s 6 d & money – 7 s – 3 d ½  0 10 9 ½  

the first saboth [crossed out] of the 7th month paps 3 s – 9 d & mo[ne]y 

4 s 3 d ½  

0 8 0 ½  

the first of the 8th month in money – 4 s  7 d ½  & paps – 3 – 11 d 0 8 6 

the 2d saboth of the month – papers – 8 s – 11 d & mony – 3 s -3 d ½   0 12 2 ½  

the 3d saboth of the 8th month – papers 5 s 10 d & money  3 s 1 d ½  0 8 11 ½  

the 5th saboth of the 8th month papers 6 s 3 d  & money – 5 s – 6 d 0 11 9 

the first saboth of the 9th month in paps– 5 s 6 d & money – 4 s 11 ½  0 10 5 ½  

the 2d sabboth of the 9th month in paps – 5 s 2 d & mony – 4 s  0 9 2 

the 3d sabboth of the 9th month in paps 8 s – 9 d & money – 8 s – 8 d ½  0 9 5 ½  

the 4th sabboth of the 9th month –paps  4 s – 6 d  & money – 4 s 6 d ½  0 9 0 ½  

the first sabboth of the 10th month in paps 5 s – 2 d & in money – 3 s – 9 

d 

0 8 11 

the 2d sabboth of the 10th month in paps 3 s – 2 d & in money – 4s 0 7 2 
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Receyvd the money lent wch – 3d least to our brother banbirk 

wch was – 40 s 

2 0 0 

  25-8-7 
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what hath been layd out in the [torn] of our office from 

that hath been contributed     6 

 

Imprimis about the 10th  of ye 12th month for the Sacrament 

was had 2 gallons of Sack – 9s 4d – for bread 8d 

 

10 

 

10 

 

0 

Item for 3 bushels of Ry sent the [?] to shell by our brother bridge 0 9 6 

[line crossed out]    

Item the 20 (or thereabout) of the 2d month for the Sacrament 2 

gallons 

of Sack – 8s 4d bread - 8d 

 

0 

 

9 

 

0 

lent goodman patten the 29 of the 3d month to b[u]y wine 10s 0 10 0 

lent mr howman the 29 of the 3d month to b[u]y wine 4s 6d 0 4 6 

payd my brother towne for his halfe years alowance to may 1 10 0 

and payd for warninge the church one time - 8d 0 0 8 

For to Suply our elder champney a captayn with an other brethren 

toward there comfort in ferryinge to keneticut the 12th of the 5th 

month 1643 in all 9 pints of Sack at 7d - 5s 3d & 3£ of sugar 3s 3d 

 

0 

 

8 

 

6 

more payd for the hiring of a horse for too days 2 of the brethren 

6th month (to thems bolden) [crossed out] 20s 

 

1 

 

0 

 

0 
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pd for charges about yt harvesting time) to one 6s 9d bringing him 

back150 

0 6 [?] 

And payd to Jude Hudgery151 for bringinge downe the horse 0 13 6 

for 2 gallons of wine the 2 of the 4th month 1643 for the 

Sacrament and for bread  - 7s 4d 

 

0 

 

7 

 

4 

payd our brother manninge for a bel rope152 - 18d 0 1 6 

Item payd elder frost for a years allowance wch was 

due at midsomer in ye year 1643 I say pd him by 16£ 

 

10 

 

0 

 

[illeg] 

& allowed him and [a-s] by the churches cowe (wch wee 

alowed to him at 5£ 

 

0 

 

0 

 

[6?] 

Item for Sister Albones Rent it is charged afterward153    

Item for 2 bushells of corne was yelded goodman Redfin154 0 7 0 

for nayles for the glass windowes at the meeting howse – 3d ob 0 0 3 

2 gallons 3 pints of wine - 24 day of the 8th month   bread 8d 0 10 2 

pd for pt Sack for our Sister Albone to mr paltgrave155 – 3s 4d 0 2 6 

                                                        
150 Whatever this journey Elder Champney and another brother of the church made to 

Connecticut was for is unrecorded. 
151 This is my best estimation of the name, but as I find no record of it, I believe it must be 

incorrect. 
152 This is the third record so far of needing to replace the bell rope or jack line; we are left to 

wonder why the bell was rung so often or so violently—or whether there was no good quality 

ropeworks in Cambridge. 
153 This record may refer to the one ten rows down where, unfortunately, Sparhawk’s hand 

makes it impossible to find out what Goody Albone needed or was doing.  
154 In 1645, Goodman Redfin’s house was referenced along with four others’, including “ould 

Clemans”, in a land redistricting; it is also part of the description of a parcel of land in 1648. 

Paige has a short entry for “William Redfen (or Redfin, and Redfyn) which also refers only to his 

house lot, which he sold to fellow church member Edward Jackson in 1647 when he moved to 

New London.  
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sent our Sister albone long ill in venison 18d 0 1 6 

sent mr Hariman156 (long ill) 8£  venison - 16d 0 1 4 

payd my brother town for 20 of the 7th month his ½ quarter 1 10 0 

payd my brother town for 3 times warninge the church 0 2 0 

about the 8th of the 10th month for the Sacrament 2 gallons 

1 pint of Sack cost 4s ye gallon 8s 6d  & bread 8d 

0 9 2 

payd [P: on] for looking to goody albone 4 weeks (she [send?] 

herself) 

0 12 [16?] 

sent elder frost 1 bottell of Sack  1s 8d 0 6 [?] 

sent brother [P: Burbank?] banbirk 1 bottell Sack 11d 0 0 11 

sent Sister maninge 1 bottell Sack 11d 0 0 11 

sent Sister albone 1 bottell Sack 11d 0 0 11 

sent Sister stephenson157 (she beinge ill bottell Sack - 11d 0 0 11 

sent brother Sill 1 bottell Sack - 11d 0 0 11 

sent elder champney a Runlit158 of 4 gallons suply pd at 3s 4d p [?] 

for the [Dop?]- 18d 

   

 

21-6-8 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                   
155 Mr. Paltgrave [Palsgrave] was a doctor in town; he appears later in this record when the 

church pays him for his services to members too poor to pay him themselves. 
156 I find no record of a Mr. Hariman. 
157 Sister Stephenson is likely Andrew Stephenson’s wife. 
158 A runlet is a cask for wine or beer. 
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what hath be[en][torn] [?] since the 3d sabboth of the 10th month 1643 

it beinge about [?] of our entringe into office & in the [5/6?]th year 

the 3d saboth of the 10th month 1643 in paps – 3s – 8 d & money – 6s 

ob 

0 9 8 ½  

3s – 2d the 4th sabboth of the 10th month in papers – 3s – 2 d And in 

money – 5s – 5 d ½  

0 8 7 ½  

the 5th saboth of the 10th in paps 2s 5 d and in money – 5s – 5 d ½  0 7 11 ½  

the first saboth of the 11th  month in paps – 2s 9 d & in money – 4s 10 d 0 7 7 

the second sabboth of the 11th month in paps – 4s & money – 3s 2 d ob 0 7 22 

the 3d sabboth of the 11th month – paps – 5s & money – 3s 9 d 0 8 9 

the 4th saboth of the 11 month in paps 4s 11 d & money – 4s  0 8 11 

the first saboth of the 12th month in paps– 4s 6 d  & money – 4s 2 d ½  0 8 8 ½  

the second saboth of the 12th month – papers – 4s 6 d & money – 4s 2 d 

½  

0 8 8 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 12th month – paps – 7s 3 d & mony – 4s  0 11 3 

the 4th saboth of the 12th month – paps – 5s – 2d & mony – 5s 3 d   0 10 5 

Receyvd of Samell thacher 2 bushell of wheat – 2s 2 d  0 2 2 

the first saboth of the first month in papers – 3s 6 d money – 2s 3 d ½  

& 2 syned [egles] both – 18 d 

0 5  9 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the first month – paps – 4s 7 d money 2s 10 d  0 7 5 
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the 4th sabboth of the first month – paps – 4s 3 d & money – 4s 0 0 3 

the 5th sabboth of the first month – paps – 5s 8 d & money – 3s 6 d ob 0 9 2 ½  

the first sabboth of the second month – paps 5s 4 d & money 4s 8 d ½  0 10 5 

the 2d sabboth of the second month – paps – 5s  8 d & money – 4s 2 d 0 9 10 

the 3d saboth of the 2d month in papers 6s & money – 12 d   0 7 0 

the 4th saboth of  the 2d month in paps – 6s – 3 d & money – 3s 2 d 0 9 5 

Receyvd from Samall Thacher159 1 bushell wheat – 4s 2 d 

Recveyd from mr Andrews160 towarts 2 bushels – 8s – 4 d  

 

0 

 

12 

 

6 

the first saboth of the 3d month – paps – 4s 6 d & money – 4s 6 d 0 9 0 

the 2d saboth of the 3d month in papers 17s 10 d & money – 3s  0 18 10 

the 3d saboth of the 3d month – paps 5s – 3 d & mo[n]ey – 2s 7 d  0 7 10 

the 4th sabboth of the 3d month in paps – 2s – 7 d & money – 2s 2 d  0 4 9 

the first saboth of the 4th month in paps  4s 6 d & money – 3s 5 d ½  0 7 11 ½  

the second sabboth of the 4th month in [crossed out] ^papers – 3s – 11 d 

& money – 4s 7 d  

0 8 6 

the 3d saboth of the 4th month in papers – 4s 11 d & money – 20 d 0 6 7 

mr Jackson yelded to mee for the poore – 7s – 4 d  0 7 4 

the 4th sabboth of the 4th month in paps ^money – 4s 5 d & paps – 6s – 3 d 0 10 8 

the first day of the 4th month in paps 4s – 8 d  & money – 3s 10 d ½  0 8 6 ½  

the first sabboth of the 5th month – paps 9s – 3 d & money 2s 10 d 0 11 10 

                                                        
159 Samuel Thacher does not appear for this time period in the records I consulted. 
160 This appears to be David Andrews. A Mr. Andrews is first recorded in the CTR in 1635, and 

next in 1647 when his farm is referenced; he received 150 acres in the Shawshine division. There 

is a reference in 1656 to “mr Andrews Alias Dauid G.” 
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the second sabboth of the 5th month in money – 2s 4 d ½ & paps 5s – 3 

d 

0 8 7 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 5th month in money – 2s – 9 d & paps – 5s  - 1 d 0 7 10 

the 4th sabboth of the 5th month in money 3s 11 d & paps – 5s 8 d  0 9 6 

the first sabboth of the 6th month in papers - 6s 3 d & money – 5s – 3 d 0 11 6 

the 2d sabboth of the 6th in paps – 5s 5 d & money – 3s d ½  0 8 9 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 6th month in money – 4s 2 d ½ & paps – 5s – 4 d  0 9 6 ½  

the 4th sabboth of the 6th month in paps  - 5s & money – 3s– 5 d 0 8 5 

the first sabboth of the 7th month in paps – 4s – 1 d & money – 4s 11 d  0 9 0 

the 2d saboth of the 7th month in paps – 3s & money – 2s 7 d 0 5 7 

the 3d sabboth of the 7th month in paps – 2s – 5 d & money 2s 9 d ½  0 5 2 ½  

the 4th saboth of the 7th month – papers – 5s 9 d & in money – 3s 11 d 0 10 8 

the 5th sabboth of the 7th month in paps 4s & in money 3s – 11 d 0 7 11 

mr Jackson yelded 3s 6 d for the poore  

the first saboth of the 8th month in money – 23 d &  paps ^3s – 4d  

06 

[?] 

8 

5 

6 

0 

the 2d sabboth of the 8th month in paps 6s 5 d & mony – 2s 1 d  0 8 2 

the 3d sabboth of the 8th month in money – 2s 3 d & in paps – 3s 11 d 0 6 2 

the 4th sabboth of the 8th month in money 15 d ob & papers – 4s 10 d  & 

money – 5s – 6 d 

0 6 1 ½  

the first sabboth of the 9th month in mony – 4s 11 d & paps– 4s 4 d  0 9 3 

the second sabboth of the 9th month in  mony – 15 d & paps – 5s 2 d  0 6 10 

the 3d sabboth of the 9th month in paps – 5s 1 d & money – 2s – 5 d ½  0 7 6 ½  
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the 4th saboth of the 9th month in paps  5s 6 d  & money – 3s 9 d  0 9 3 

the first day of the 10th month in papers 4s – 11 d & money – 2s – 8 d 0 7 7 

 

     22-13-3 
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5 what hath [been] layd o[ut] the [torn] 

           7 

the 20 of the [torn]th month for the  Sacrament 2 gallons 2 pints 

of Sack 

in white bread - 8d 

0 7 8 

payd for brother town for his wages 30s charged of 2s 13d ^10th 

month  

1 10 [?] 

payd for 6 times warninge the church - 4s 0 4 [?] 

for the Sacrament the [bled through] of the 3d? month 1644 2 

pints of sack [?] 

0 10 [?] 

for [torn] - 8d 0 0 8 

for the Sacrament the 10th  of the 9th month [?] [torn] 10s 4d 0 10 4 

for bread 8d 0 0 8 

payd Andrew stephenson for helping elder champney 1 day in 

harvest 

0 1 4 

payd our elder frost for his years allowance wch [dated?]   

at midsomer 1644 - 10s 

10 0 6 

[P: 1644] payd mr palsgrave for phisick for our Sister Albone 0 2 6 

for 4 years Rente for our Sister Albone [?] after 5 months time 

allowed her for about 7s charge in Repayer wch she did) I say 4 

years 

 

4 

 

0 

 

0 
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for locks for the glass windowes - 4d 0 0 4 

for the Sacrament the 3d of the 9th month at brother 

chesholms161 2 gallons 

wine 1 qt of Sack 10s – and bread – 8d 

10 10 [?] 

lent brother stone in money - 5s 0 5 [0] 

payd my brother towne his halfe years allowance that ended the 

first 

of the 4th month 1644 

 

1 

 

10 

 

[torn] 

to [?] nessesaryes wch payd [blurred out] [blur] 15 [blur] 

for [losses] in 10 bushels of corne [blurred out] lent goodman 

[blurred out] 

[blur] 8 [blur] 

was thouht fit to give to elder champny his years of [blurred out] 2 9 9 

payd to mr palsgrave 4s for phisick for brother banbirk 0 4 [blur] 

payd to mr heynes162 5s for phisick for brother banbirk 0 6 [10?] 

Payd my brother town for wages in ye [?] of the 2d month for 1 10 0 

For a load of wood be hewn for Sister Albone – 18d 0 1 8 

26-1-1 ½  

 

  

                                                        
161 I am not sure what this record means; it seems nearly impossible that the sacrament was held 

at Chesholme’s house. While sometimes in extremely cold weather when few people showed up 

at the meeting-house on the Sabbath, they usually adjourned to the minister’s house. This record 

is from November, generally too early for extreme cold, and even in that case the people would 

have met at Shepard’s house.  
162 This is not likely to have been the famous John Haynes, sometime governor of the colony, 

paying for Brother Banbirk’s medicine, but I have not found who it might be. 
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what hath b[een] contributed since the 2d of the 10th month 1644 

 

the first saboth in papers – 5 s – 5 d & money – 7 s – 8 d 0 13 1 

the 2d sabboth in papers – 5 s – 4 d & money – 2 s 3 d 0 7 7 

the 3d sabboth of the 10th month – paps – 7 s [hole] & money – [torn] 

2 ½  

0 9 2 ½  

the 4th sabboth of the 10th  month – paps 4 s – 1 d & money – 2 s  1 d ½  0 6 2 ½  

mr Jackson163 allowed mee 10 s for the poor by brother goffe164 - 7 0 0 10 0 

the first sabboth of the 11th month in money – 23 d & papers – 5 s 7 d  0 7 6 

the 2d sabboth of the 11th month in money – 20 d & in papers – 5 s – 9 

d  

0 7 5 

mr  on165 allowed 20s at his goinge away for ye poor wch sum to pay 1 0 0 

the 3d saboth of the 11th month – papers – 4 s 4 d & money 2 s 2 d  0 6 6 

the 4th saboth of the 11th month in paps – 5 s - & money – 16 d  0 7 8 

the first sabboth of the 12th month in paps – 5 s 5 d  & money – 22 d ob 0 7 3 ½  

the 2d sabboth of the 12th month in papers – 5 s 7 d & money – 2 s 1 d  0 8 8 

the 3d saboth of the 12th month in papers – 5 s 7 d & mony – 14 d 0 6 9 

                                                        
163 Edward Jackson appears many times in the CTR, serving as an officer and being granted 

permission to fell trees.  
164 This is most likely Edward Goffe [Gof, Goff], who was with Thomas Shepard on his first, 

failed attempt to reach America in 1634  (their ship was almost wrecked and forced to return to 

England). Goffe was a constant selectman or townsman from 1636-1655, and he served as a 

magistrate and a representative to the General Court. Here Mr. Goffe has donated 10 shillings to 

the poor; for some reason, the money was disbursed through Edward Jackson. 
165 It is not clear that the “on” that follows “Mr” is a name. 
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Receyvd pt of that was formerly  lent to our brother beale 4 0 0 

the 4th sabobth of the 12th month in papers – 4 s – 11d & mony – 4 d   0 5 3 ½  

the first saboth of the first month in paps – 4 s 9 d and money – 13 d ob  0 5 10 ½  

the 2d sabboth of the first month in paps – 4 s 11 d & money – 21 d  0 5 5 

the 3d sabboth of the first month in papers – 4 s 7 d money 2 s 10 d  0 6 8 

the 4th sabboth of the first month – papers – 4 s 9 d & money – 2 s – 2 d 0 6 11 

Receyvd from brother parker mr Jacksons apoyntment166 – 5 s 0 5 0 

the 5th saboth of the first month in paps – 6 s 9 d & money – 2 s 3 d ob 0 9 0 ½  

the first saboth of the 2d month in papers – 6 s 9 d & mony 16 d ½   0 7 10 ½  

the second saboth of the 2d month – papers 5 s – 8 d & money – 2 s 2 d 0 7 8 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 2d month in papers – 5 s 10 d & money – 4 s 11 d   0 10 9 

the 4th saboth of  the 3d month – papers – 5 s – 8 d and money – 2 s 1 d 

ob 

0 7 10 

the first sabboth of the 3d month in paps – 6 s 3 d & money 21 d ob 0 8 0 ½  

Receyvd of old sister carsty167 – 4 d ob Receyved of brother 

stedman168 for mr Jackson – 2 s 6 d 

0 2 1[torn] 

                                                        
166 I’m not sure what this refers to; Brother Parker seems likely to be Robert Parker, a modest 

inhabitant; what he had to do with Edward Jackson is unclear, as is what Jackson’s 

“appointment” might be—it could be funds from Jackson disbursed through Parker, as Jackson 

had himself disbursed Mr. Goffe’s funds.  
167 Old Sister Carsty does not appear in Sharples, Paige, or the CTR. 
168 John Stedman seems to be another point man for Mr. Jackson’s charity; Stedman set off for 

New England in 1636 as a steward to Mr. Jose Glover, but Glover died on the passage and left 

Stedman fifty pounds in his will. Stedman became a freeman in 1640, and served in many offices 

in the town government over many years, he also prospered as a fur trader and received 300 

acres in the Shawshine division. His wife Alice Stedman’s conversion narrative is one of the 

most interesting in Selement and Wooley’s collection. 
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the second saboth of the 3d month in paps – 5 s 7 d & money – 22 d  0 7 5 

the 3d sabboth of the 3d month in papers 11 s – 1 d & money – 22 d   0 12 11 

the 4th sabboth of the 3d month in papers 4 s – 2 d & money – 2 s 2 d   0 6 4 

the first sabboth of the 4th month in papers – 5 s – 4 d & money – 3 s 9 

d 

0 9 1 

the 2d sabboth of the 4th month in papers – 13 s – 5 d & money – 2 s  0 15 5 

the 3d sabboth of the 4th month in papers – 5 s 10 d & mony – 4 s – 5 d  0 10 3 

the 4th sabboth of the 4th month in paps – 3 s 7 d & money – 2 s 4 d ½  0 5 11 ½  

the last sabboth of the 4th month in paps – 7 s – 9 d  & money – 3 s 7 d 

½  

0 11  4 ½  

the first sabboth of the 5th month in paps – 5 s – 2 d & money – 2 s 10 d 0 8 0 

Receyved of mr Saltingstall169 to put – to by – 9 d   

the 2d saboth of the 5th month in money – 2 s – 9 d ½ & in paps – 4 s – 

11 d  

0 

0 

0 

7 

9 

8 ½  

the 3d sabboth of the 5th month in money – 2 s – 3 d & paps – 5 s  0 7 3 

the 4th sabboth of the 5th month in money – 4 s 8d & papers 6 s – 4 d  0 11 2 

the first sabboth of the 6th month in money - 2 s 4 d ½  & paps – 4 s – 6 

d 

0 6 10 ½  

the second sabboth of the 6th month – 3 s – 4 d & pap s  - 5 s – 4 d 0 8 8 

the 3d sabboth of the 6th month in money 6s 4 d & paps – 6s 7 d 0 13 0 

                                                        
169 Sir Richard Saltonstall was originally granted a substantial plot in Cambridge, but he returned 

to England forever after just one year in Massachusetts. He seems to have remembered the town 

with a small donation. 
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the 4th sabboth of the 6th month in money – 3 s 5 d & paps  - 4 s 11 d 0 8 4 

the 5th sabboth of the 6th month in money – 5 s 11 d & paps – 3 s – 3 d 0 9 2 

the first sabboth of the 7th month in mo[n]y – 6 s & papers 4 s 2 d  0 10 2 

the 2d saboth of the 7th month in money – 3 s 11 d ob & papers 4 s 7 d 0 8 6 

the 3d saboth of the 7th month in money – 5 s – 1d &  papers – 5 s – 4 d  0 10 5 

the 4th saboth of the 7th month in mny – 3 s 3 d ob & paps – 5 s - 9 d  0 9 0 ½  

the first sabboth of the 8th month in mny – 2 s 6 d & papers 5 s – 4 d  0 7 10 

the 2d sabboth of the 8th month in mny – 4 s 5 d & in papers 6 s 1 d 0 10 6 

the 3d sabboth of the 8th month – mny – 2 s – 2 d & in papers – 5 s 9 d  0 7 11 

the 4th sabboth of the 8th month in mny – 4 s ob & in paps – 5 s – 4 d  0 9 4 ½  

the first sabboth of the 9th month in money – 18 d & in papers 5 s – 6 d 0 7 0 

the second sabboth of the 9th month in mny – 2 s & in papers 6 s – 4 d   0 8 4 

the 3d sabboth of the 9th month in mony – 14 d & papers – 2 s – 11 d  0 4 1 

the 4th sabboth of the 9th month in mony – 3 s & papers – 5 s – 2 d 0 8 2 

the last saboth of the 9th month in mony 2 s – 2 d ^[?] & papers – 2 s – 8 

d  

0 4 10 ½  

our brother Trumbell170 allowed – 5s 0 5 0 

 

                                                        
170 John Trumbell [Trumble, Thrumble] moved to Cambridge in 1637 and became a freeman in 

1640; he was a sailor and a merchant. As Selement and Woolley point out, he was fined shortly 

after his arrival in New England by the General Court, and left Cambridge in in 1652 only after 

suspicion was cleared that he had sold land he didn’t own: “The Townsmen uppon the 

examination of the sale that John Thrumble hath sould to Elder Champnies of eighte[y] acres on 

ye south side the Riur do find that there was so much granted by the Townsmen to John 

Thrumble, prt of it in lew of his proportion of the 1400 acres that was devided on ye south 

side…” (though Selement and Woolley read this as incriminating Trumble it clearly exonerates 

him). 
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more mr Jackson pd me by brother sichardon171 – 16 d 

more of goodman Thacher – 2s 

Receyved of brother beale – 20s wch was the residue of the 5£ of [] lent him 

there was an old coat left at our howse wch I cold not tell 

whose it was I sold it givinge dowty for– 3s – 4 d172 

  

                                                        
171 This is my best estimation of the name, for which there is no record. 
172 This personal accounting by Sparhawk is provokes two questions: did the church perhaps 

meet once more at his house, where someone in the crowd left behind his coat? And why didn’t 

he give it to John Russell, whose job it was to hold and dispose of lost goods? It seems odd that 

anyone who accidentally left his coat at the deacon’s house would not return to reclaim it, or that 

Sparhawk would not ask the brethren whose it was. 
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6  what hath beene [torn] [?] in the Contribution 

      8 

lent brother hamlet in money– 5s 0 5 0 

payd for a shirt brest for ben[j]amin Eaton173 - 18d 0 1 6 

sent nis shoes [?] to our Sister albone - 9d ob 0 0 9 

for 2 gallons       pints of wine for ye Sacrament ye 9th  of 12 in 1644 

16s & bread 8d 

0 10 6 

for a lock &  joynss mendinge  16d 0 1 4 

for a sute for ben Eaton – 10s & 1 pr shoes 2s 0 12 2 

& payd to brother chesholm for hose & shoes he bougt for ben 0 1 6 

for wine for ye Sacrament the 6th of the 2d month 10s 

and bread 8d 

0 10 0 

lent our brother town 3s 6d 0 2 6 

by brother Stone for Sister albone 2 bushells Indian 0 6 0 

the first of the 4th month 1645 wine for ye Sacrament 10s 0 10 0 

and bread 8d 0 0 8 

                                                        
173 Here we find the only surviving member of disgraced former Harvard head Nathaniel Eaton’s 

family after his wife and other children died at sea: his young son Benjamin [Benoni], living in 

the care of brother Thomas Chesholme. This is touching, in that Chesholme and his wife Isabel 

had no children of their own. Young Ben Eaton was apparently left destitute on the death of his 

mother and the removal of his father to England. If Nathaniel ever sent any support for his son, it 

is not recorded here. But under the care of the Chesholmes, he would grow up to become a 

maltster, and live out his days respectably in Cambridge. 
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given in may to b[u]y sister french things  - wher seeking [?] 4s 0 4 [?] 

lent my brother Stone 2 bushells of the Indian corn come in from  g 

gratis 

0 6 5 

more to brother Stone 2 bushells of Indian corn of yt Received of 

gratis 

0 6 0 

for cloth for ben Eaton for 2 shirts – 3s 4d174 0 3 4 

for 2 gallons & 2 qts of [?] for ye Sacrament the 17 

of the 6th month 10s         and for bread 8d 

 

0 

 

10 

 

[faded] 

[crossed out] pd to sister green 0 5 [faded] 

lent my brother Stone 18s also yt brother Hamb175 pd him for ye pad 

of papers 

0 11 [?] 

about the 12 of the 8th month 1645 2 gallons 3 quarts of sack 11s & 

bread 8d 

0 11 8 

a brest of venison given our Sister Albone - 10d 0 0 1[?] 

1 pr shoes for ben eaton cost 22d 1 pr hose 14d 0 3 ½  0 

pd brother crackbone for 4 dayes helpe for elder champny in 

hayinge 

0 [?] [?] 

the first Sabboth in the 10th month 2 gallons 3 qts sack 11s 0 11 0 

bread 8d 0 0 8 

Sister Albone 1 pk pease -  11d in 7th month 9d 0 1 8 

payd brother Towne about the 10th month 1645 his 1 years 1 10 0 

                                                        
174 Paige adds “[1645]” before this record of yet more shirts for young Ben Eaton. 
175 My best estimation; I find no record of the name. 
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allowance 

payd elder frost for 1 year 3 quarters allowance [where] the 6 of 

the first month 1646 

 

17 

 

10 

 

0 

Sister Albone 1 pk of pease 11d 0 0 11 

payd our brother briggam176 for something for clothinge for [?] 0 7 6 

payd our brother beale for 9 dayes help in harvest for elder 

champney 

 

0 

 

7 

 

6 

there was 3s 10d Added to the moneys that came in for 

papers (Receivd of mr cooke) before our comminge into office 

for them buyinge a per of and of [calding] more to go in to elder 

frost 

 

0 

 

3 

 

10 

^[?] for elder champny when Sick 1 cayse of [] 18d for [?] 8d sugar 

8d for my brother 3d 

1 peck peas 9d 

0 3 9 

now payd James [?] for helping the elder champny in his sickness 0 10 [?] 

payd brother Chesholme for nessesaryes he layd out for ben Eatons 

clothes 

0 6 6 

payd for a goat for goody Albone to goodman Prentiss 11s    

 9 9 6 

 

                                                        
176 This must be Thomas Briggam [Brigham], elected constable in 1639 and townsman in 1640 

and 1642. He paid a fine, along with the usual large number of men, for being “delinquent” in 

keeping his hogs in 1646. He received a healthy 180 acres in the Shawshine division. Here he 

has donated clothing for some person and been repaid. 
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Received in paper for the latter qtr of this 

7th yeare the Some of —      14     6      07 

 

 

Received by papers for the 8th yeare 

wch promises to be Collected of the       07     19    07 

brethren according to the papers 

 

Received more by him by papers  & pd []      06      00   11 

½  

pd by Brother Sparhawke        28      07   01 

to Elder frost  - 10-00-00       10     00    00 

pd by him to Brother Stone        00     06    00 

 

more pd by him for yeare endinge       00     01    06 

more for bread         00     01    04 

   

more to bro. Hamlett 177        00     05    00 

pd Sister Albone         00     18    00 

             

   ______________ 

                                                        
177 Most likely William Hamlet, a carpenter who received 60 acres in the Shawshine division.  
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01     05    10 

28     07    01 

______________ 

29     12    11 
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[24 - left page] 

 

last [month?] 1648 [torn] [monyes] pd by 

 

pd Elder ^Frost by brothers gdance  ————— 06:00:05 
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[25 - right page] 

The last [torn] mony for [torn]  

Deakons of Collection monyes 

      9 

 

Rec: of Mr Oake178 – 05-15-00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
178 Mr. Oake is mostly likely Goodman Edward Oakes. He was prosperous enough to be able to 

hire out “his man” to keep the dry herd for the town in 1640 and was chosen a townsman several 

times after 1643.  


